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Across the courtyard facing AARON FLINT JAMISON’s exhibition  
at Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen is a hand scanner used by the municipal 
police to grant access to their building. This camera happens to 
face a window, an aperture, in which a single work by Jamison is vis- 
ible. One cannot help but regard the scanner as a serendipitous 
simile for the exhibition, and perhaps for much of Jamison’s work, 
given their mutual concern with matters of inside, outside, and the 
liminal surfaces that separate and provide access between them.
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The surface, the place of fetish, is where viewers with no 
prior knowledge arrive, making it the most egalitarian 
part of a work of art. What has become less discernible, at 
least since the 1960s, is exactly where the work begins and 
ends, and since this exhibition coincides with the publish-
ing of the new edition of Jamison’s magazine Veneer, we’re 
invited to think about the relationship between what we 
might call the para-artistic work that runs adjacent to and 
functions with what we more readily recognize as works 
of art. The particular work facing the hand scanner across 
the courtyard is titled Opportunity Zone (2019) and takes the 
form of a fire door rendered in cedar with zinc-plated hard-
ware, scaled down to one-third normal size. This form is 
horizontally mirrored (rendering the door useless; it can-
not fall shut) and hung on the wall (again, useless in con-
trast to its usual purpose—not to mention the sheer fact 
of it being constructed from a flammable material). And 
although it is a sculpture, to my mind—almost to my own 
embarrassment—mounted on the wall like this, it evokes 
the shaped canvases of Frank Stella. But it equally signals 
industrial design, or even the writings of William Morris 
(more on this in a moment).

It has an aperture, a small hole that passes through 
the work, showing the wall on the other side. This hole is 
in the shape of the architectural footprint of Yale Union in 
Portland, Oregon, an institution cofounded by Jamison; he 
remains chair of its board. I have worked with Yale Union 
for many years, first as a researcher, then as a curatorial as-
sistant. It was also where I got my first opportunity to or-
ganize a substantial exhibition. Since 2009 Yale Union has 
contributed to the rise of a kind of new institutionalism in 
the United States that looks to the European Kunsthalle as 
a model while maintaining a particularly American voice in 
its programming—a voice that I would call smart yet con-
sciously awry. These models encourage artists’ critique of 
institutions, leading to a heightened focus on the figure of 
the artist and their rights in the context of the institution.1 

This is one of two works titled Opportunity Zone, a 
phrase whose plural also names the exhibition as a whole 
and references schemes in U.S. civic politics describing ar-
eas slated for urban renewal. Introduced by the U.S. Tax 
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, this new incentive spurs eco-
nomic development and job creation by encouraging long-
term investment in low-income communities. Investors 
who participate (and benefit in the form of tax relief) do 
not need to live in the zone in which they are investing, 
nor do they even need to hold U.S. citizenship. Ultimately, 
the program leverages tax cuts to encourage financial spec-
ulation in property markets that were previously deemed 
too risky to invest in.

Yale Union is sited within such a zone, and Opportu- 
nity Zones suggests ways that art, its institutions, and their 
social relations are directly implicated within property 
and financial speculation. We can surmise that the title 
evidences an area of keen interest to Jamison: namely the 
purposes of art, and more specifically this niche part of the 
culture industry. I might add that these purposes are con-
tingent on their users.

This was central to Jamison’s 2017 exhibition at 
Galerie Max Mayer in Düsseldorf, which presented YU 
Contemporary vs. Dept. of Revenue Oregon & Mult. Co. Assessor 
(2017), a published edition reproducing the transcript of a 
2016 court case whereby the county in which Yale Union 
resides attempted to contest its nonprofit status. The ver-
batim transcript records something unusual for Jamison: 

the artist speaking plainly about the intentions of Yale 
Union, which has always been part of the support struc-
ture of his own work (recall, the para-artistic). In a text that 
accompanied the show, Richard Birkett succinctly stated 
how Jamison’s relationship with Yale Union is itself con-
tingent on a set of property relations:

 “The value within a non-profit art institution, both that held 
by artworks and that which is formed through the circula-
tion of ideas and knowledge, is put to work and possessed 
in many ways. If rights to physical or intellectual property 
determine who can use, alter, sell or capture the payoffs ac-
cruing to it, then the non-profit art institution constitutes 
a plethora of banked and uncontested rights claims—from 
artists, directors, curators, and board members.”2 

This attests to the diffusive economy of cultural capital 
that both Jamison and I have profited from in various ways, 
which is completely contingent on a form of property re-
lations that is non-egalitarian by definition and in conflict 
with our own political positions. This cuts a through-line to 
what Jamison states for this show: “The underbelly, the ap-
paratus that presents the work, is also the work. Forgetting 
this can be easy depending on the situations and structures 
that construct the frames around the work.”3 

The forms present in Opportunity Zones also point 
to this constitutive outside—what frames the context in 
which art is produced, distributed, consumed. This should 
lead us to consider the indexical strategies of the artists 
who since Conceptual art have brought the viewer to ask 
how a piece of art can adequately speak to the contradic-
tion between an artist’s intention for the work to effec-
tively analyze its social conditions and the work’s capaci-
ty to do so when it is complicit with/in these very systems. 
The tendency to deploy a reductionist ethos toward estab-
lishing the clearest possible way of communicating these 
criticisms led many artists to formal dead ends, or in the 
case of some works of institutional critique, criticism that 
was completely recuperated into the institution—poten-
tially contradicting the original aims of the work, or con-
versely, reforming the institution. Regardless, this legacy 
proves that the old questions regarding art’s relative au-
tonomy from society are far from exhausted.

Jamison’s work is different in that it is just as alle-
gorical, which is to say representational, as it is indexical. 
It is not preoccupied with establishing the clearest mode 
of communication between work and viewer, but rather re-
lies on the evocative. The long exhibition text that accom-
panies the show might be read by some as an exhaustive 
description of the work, but I am reminded of the form of 
the soliloquy in theater, whereby the fourth wall is broken 
by a monologue of the character’s inner thoughts, putting 
the mechanisms of their unconscious on display. This is 
the underside, the subterranean, of the work. In this po-
etically informational text Jamison proposes that the au-
dience think of the circumstances of the exhibition as an-
other form of opportunity zone: the work, the space, the 
relationship between artist and curator, the position of the 
viewer, etc. Thus it produces some questions: What is be-
ing leveraged? For whom and by who? Who benefits? What 
counts as capital? These questions center not only on the 
productive role of the artist, but also on that of the viewer.

Opportunity Zones includes only eight works. The first, 
which one could easily miss upon entering, is the first of 
two fire doors rendered in cedar. This material naturally 
harbors conservational properties (it repels vermin) and has 
featured in a number of Jamison’s exhibitions, including 
a series of storage racks at the Whitney Biennial in 2017. 
Unlike the other door, this is scaled at actual size and is 
installed at the entrance to the gallery space, looking al-
most functional. But like its smaller twin, it does not work.  
Set within its cedar surface is a hole in the shape of the 
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served as an occasional performance venue—in other words, 
a space like many places in which artists work and some-
times live—that made national news when a fire started 
during a music show in December 2016, resulting in the 
deaths of thirty-six people. Jamison knew some of them, 
suggesting that its intention is partially memorial. Before 
Yale Union was established, Jamison was involved in run-
ning Department of Safety in Anacortes, Washington,  
a space not dissimilar to the Ghost Ship.

What I have as yet failed to mention about these 
works is the zinc hardware of the doors, which, as Jamison 
points out in his exhibition text, is the primary component 
of sacrificial anodes. Like the conceptual form of the op-
portunity zone, Jamison extends the idea of the sacrificial 
anode to the work of art itself:

“What are sacrificial anodes? Sacrificial anodes are highly 
active metals that are used to prevent a less active mate-
rial surface from corroding. Sacrificial anodes are created 
from a metal alloy with negative electrochemical poten-
tial that is greater than that of the other metal it will be 
used to protect. The sacrificial anode will be consumed in 
place of the metal it is protecting. They are made from a 
metal alloy with a more active voltage, in this case, zinc.  
The difference in potential between the two metals means 
that the galvanic anode corrodes so that the anode materi-
al is consumed in preference to the structure.

With sacrificial anodes, the protected metal is af-
fixed on the cathode side, and then a more reactive met-
al or alloy is chosen and connected to the protected met-
al as an anode. The reaction will proceed spontaneously.  
An oxidation reaction occurs at the anode, which means 
that the sacrificial metal will be consumed. At the same 
time, the reduction reaction occurs on the cathodic side, 
protecting the primary material from erosion. Thus, cor-
rosion on the protected metal is successfully shifted to the 
anode, protecting the metal.”4

We can surmise that the lack of infrastructure to support 
artistic practice, particularly in the U.S.—for instance af-
fordable long-term studio spaces or robust public grant 
systems—structurally guides a majority of artists into the 
position where living and working in places such as the 
Ghost Ship becomes necessary. On a cultural level, such 
spaces are also sites in which certain subcultures find their 
hospice (keeping in mind that in regular parlance, once a 
place like this has been around for some time, we call it an 
institution). Through the allegory of the sacrificial anode, 
their position in rapidly gentrifying property markets is 
one of a certain kind of dependence premised on combus-
tion. Meanwhile, financial investment is directly involved 
in funding recognized cultural institutions (such as Yale 
Union), functioning as a form of “impact washing,” drawing 
attention away from more ethically dubious investments.5

On the southern wall of this large and almost emp-
ty space, two kinetic mechanical shelves move in ways that 
appear illogical. In Jamison’s long descriptive text for the 
show, we learn that they are programmed to place a work of 
art at the ideal hanging height mandated by museum con-
vention—they awkwardly automate the labor of museum 
preparators. On the left, Applicate 2.1 (2019) is programmed 
with data accrued from all 1,500 works of art in the Gurlitt 
Collection, which was inherited by Cornelius Gurlitt from 
his father, Hildebrand Gurlitt, an art dealer active during 
Nazi Germany tasked by Hermann Göring to acquire art 

for the Führermuseum, and subsequently gifted to the 
Kunstmuseum Bern after Gurlitt was investigated for tax 
fraud. On the right, Applicate 2.2 (2019) takes stock of the 
Kunstmuseum Bern’s broader collection, which we might 
view as beneficially highlighted by this bequest. In his text, 
Jamison notes that the Kunstmuseum’s research into the 
provenance of these works and the subsequent restitution 
of at least nine looted pieces has shown the transparency 
with which the Kunstmuseum received this opportunity—
yet notably, the museum’s provenance research department 
is funded by foundations and private donations.

While what motivated Jamison to produce this work 
was an interest in researching institutional transforma-
tions that the Kunstmuseum undertook in receiving the 
Gurlitt collection as a gift—in other words, its cultural re-
sponsibility—the work itself speaks to the mobility of art 
as capital. One thing to note in regard to these machines 
is how stupid they are, by which I mean that they are far 
from the “smart” technology of today. Although appear-
ing to work on their own, their programming was draft-
ed by Jamison, their master. Their ceaseless mobility leads 
to what may seem an odd reference, but if we are to think 
of any artist who knew how to represent the absurdity of 
the machine, it was Jean Tinguely, whose famous Homage 
to New York (1960) self-destructed in the courtyard of New 
York’s Museum of Modern Art. A lesser-known but import-
ant part of the story is that Robert Rauschenberg sacrifi-
cially contributed a work to the machine. Although other 
works of art are only implied in Jamison’s Applicate pieces, 
their data has been mined by the artist in order to moti-
vate his own: they are part of its intellectual fuel, its capi-
tal motivation. They are what motivates it. Homage to New 
York’s self-destruction was performed by the machine in the 
context of an institution (we can even relate it to Andrea 
Fraser’s museum pieces) and Jamison’s does, too, but the 
audience is not treated to a spectacle. Instead we are pro-
voked to consider motivations.

The other work in this large room is much simpler. 
It is a large paper notepad, each page of which reproduces 
the same image. Although mounted on the wall, it asks to 
be regarded as a sculpture. The image is a surgical represen-
tation of Jamison’s shoulder after he had incurred an injury 
from the repetitive labor of operating a nineteenth-century  
printing press to produce his magazine, Veneer. For the first 
time in Jamison’s career, Veneer appears here as part of an 
exhibition. This notepad work, Untitled (2019), was pro-
duced on this same machine, forming a loop between the 
artist’s means of production and the physical damage sus-
tained in the labor of operating it. It may appear abstract, 
but it works on a tender level. As a kind of insider with a 
certain amount of background information on Jamison’s 
work, I hazard to say that his output is at its best when it 
confers something personal from the artist to the audience, 
although how this is communicated does not remain en-
tirely consistent (which I think could be seen as an advan-
tage). This is made clear with another work, situated in the 
smallest room, reproducing the same image but as a small 
open book, splayed like wings on a wooden rest. This shelf, 
fashioned by a router out of camphor (a wood known for 
its therapeutic properties), reproduces the bone from that 
same injury. Titled Game Ready (2019), this piece ironical-
ly takes the name of a company that supplies post-surgery 
devices. As an almost awkward form between sculpture and 
print, it could feel too earnest, yet within this exhibition it 
feels like a necessary piece of the artist’s body.

Both of these works represent the body literally, 
but I would argue that all of the work in this exhibition 
implies the presence of the corporeal as the source of its 
energy (Jana Euler’s paintings picturing electrical out-
lets usefully come to mind). Jamison is entirely invested 
in the biopolitics not only of art, but of the world in gen-
eral, and the final piece in the exhibition makes entirely 

clear the dependency of material infras- 
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way around). Servers (2019) reproduces the general shape of 
the sixteenth-century reading wheel designed by Italian 
Renaissance inventor Agostino Ramelli, but in raw recycled 
green plastic. These are arranged inside modular frames 
composed of 7075 aluminum (military designed, and as 
Jamison informs us, alloyed with zinc). There are four of 
these functioning reproductions—they have working cogs—
but they do not move. Either they hang from the ceiling by 
the kind of fluorescent yellow straps used to secure a load 
on the back of a truck, or they sit idle on one of the ven-
ue’s trolleys (also yellow). While static, in their partly ad-
hoc installation they imply some kind of transit.

The forms themselves are oriented toward the view-
er. In their original historical moment these machines 
were dependent on the literate, who held power over the 
mass public. In a country where it may even seem possible 
that capitalism works, the service economy that maintains 
Switzerland’s almost-too-perfect cleanliness is undertaken 
by labor either brought in from less economically fortunate 
parts of Europe, performed by newer citizens without the 
generational privileges of Swiss inheritance, or complete-
ly offshored and out of view. While the broader Kunsthalle 
system is part of a cultural economy that is also composed 
of individuals beyond Switzerland’s borders, they form a 
class with certain privileges, mobilities, and literacy in art. 
This antagonism between these two positions is implied 
when Jamison quotes Mimi Sheller’s Mobility Justice (2018) 
in his exhibition text:

 “Barriers to access and controls over mobility are imple-
mented… to serve elite interests… via formal and informal 
policing, gates, passes, clothing, regulation of public space, 
and surveillance systems that limit the right to move, filter 
entry and exit, and selectively apply protection of the state.”

While suggesting techniques of social control, this remains 
fluent in the technology of the work itself. Its disparity be-
tween twenty-first-century technology and handicraft is 
completely in line with what I would say is a central theme 
in Jamison’s work: the techniques of production. I noted 
earlier that Jamison’s work reminds me of the writings of 
William Morris, which for me is a way of thinking through 
the purposes and ethics of the role of the artist. Morris was 
known for preserving the laborious techniques of the me-
dieval workshop; his philosophy on art; and the fact that 
he self-published the tracts that undergirded his practical 
work (recall Veneer in this context). Morris looked backward 
instead of inventing craft for his own time. It took one of 
his disciples, Charles Robert Ashbee, to recognize that the 
machine can likewise be the subject of handicraft—think 
of how we now work with HTML. Following these debates 
of the late nineteenth century, we have the invention of in-
dustrial design from Adolf Loos all the way to Steve Jobs, 
and the other path: art for art’s sake.

Morris remains relevant today because his ques-
tions regarding the aim of art are directly linked to artis-
tic techniques of production. And perhaps from a politi-
cal standpoint, the problem with Morris (and his socialism) 
was that he was inclined more toward Thomas More than 
Karl Marx—he was a utopian, not a pragmatist. The deeply  
moral character of these nineteenth-century European 
men toward the production of their work really is not dis-
similar to how institutional critique, particularly in the 
United States, has continued as a way of producing a niche 
intellectual product (as Andrea Fraser has shown, this can 

also be considered a service) catering to a relatively small 
audience. The argument against Morris and the Art and 
Crafts movement asked how such an art could square its 
egalitarian intentions with the niche market it served.  
As a solution, the industrial design that followed asked how 
art could reach a common, mass appeal. Art on the left—
from Social Realism to Conceptual art—has harbored the 
problem of its purpose since that time.

While the de-skilling of art since the 1960s pushed 
questions of technique to one side, Jamison reemphasizes  
the dependency of the artist on modes of production—
technology, skill, craft—thereby calling into question the 
ethics of the relationship between the work’s production 
and its purpose. In Opportunity Zones, he has chosen pur-
poseful forms of industrial design in order to redirect the 
parlance of their use, in the process raising questions re-
garding the purposes of art. These objects show that he is 
cognizant that the audience is comprised of different sets 
of users (in the computing sense of the term) who have dif-
ferent applications for the work and different levels of ac-
cess to the information that surrounds it, and indeed in-
forms readings of it. While there is always the feeling that 
there are differing levels of access to these works—that 
there is the position of the insider and the outsider and a 
continuum in between—the distinction becomes superflu-
ous when there is no ultimate hierarchy between the po-
sitions. I believe that there is no goal of attainment in the 
work itself. Rather, it points out well a simple function of 
the desire commonly surrounding contemporary art: to 
gain inside knowledge that will usher you into the hall of 
the connoisseurs, or which you might avariciously hoard 
as intellectual capital. In our time, intellectual property 
equates knowledge with ownership, and ownership im-
plies power. If you have the opportunity.

1  For instance, in the last ten years the Artist’s Institute, New York;  
Artists Space, New York; and the CCA Wattis Institute for Contem- 
porary Arts, San Francisco, all took on a notably kindred focus.

2  Richard Birkett, Aaron Flint Jamison 06.05. - 01.07.2017 (Düsseldorf: 
Galerie Max Mayer, 2017).

3  Aaron Flint Jamison, Opportunity Zones (Saint Gallen: Kunst Halle 
Sankt Gallen, 2019).

4  Jamison, Opportunity Zones, with acknowledgment of material drawn 
from https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Analytical_Chemistry/
Supplemental_Modules_(Analytical_Chemistry)/Electrochemistry/
Exemplars/Corrosion/Sacrificial_Anode

5  “Impact washing,” a play on “greenwashing,” refers to a company’s  
efforts to portray itself as having a more positive (usually social) impact 
than it actually does.
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Opportunity Zone, 2019, Opportunity Zones installation view at Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen, 2019.  
Courtesy: Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen. Photo: Sebastian Schaub

Game Ready, 2019, Opportunity Zones installation view at Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen, 2019.  
Courtesy: Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen. Photo: Sebastian Schaub
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Open Letters to Adrian Piper

On the occasion of her MoMA retrospective, six missives to the artist from her peers
B Y  A D E L I T A  H U S N I - B E Y ,  T H O M A S  C H A T T E R T O N  W I L L I A M S ,  A A R O N  F L I N T  J A M I S O N ,
P O P E . L ,  K A M E E L A H  J A N A N  R A S H E E D  A N D  D R E A D  S C O T T
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Adelita Husni-Bey 
Thomas Chatterton Williams 
Aaron Flint Jamison 
Pope.L 
Kameelah Janan Rasheed 
Dread Scott 
 

Over her career of more than ve decades, the conceptual artist and philosopher Adrian Piper has penned
numerous open letters to magazines, editors, critics and others involved in the reception of her art. These
statements are politically unforgiving criticisms of her critics: cross-evaluations of the ways in which the artist’s
exhibitions and works have been (mis)read. Correctives in the broadest sense, Piper’s missives have included
requests to be not referred to in a particular way (Dear Editor, Please don’t call me a –, 2003), unrelentingly
circumspect fact-checking (An Open Letter to Donald Kuspit, 1987) or simply observing where others have not
(To the Editor of The New York Times, 1990). Key to the artist’s confrontational and participatory forms of art
making, these epistolary interventions are works of conceptual art and can be interpreted in the spirit of open
debate and public discourse that is central to Piper’s thinking. As she wrote in 1980 about her Four Intruders
plus Alarm Systems: ‘My interest is to fully politicize the existing art-world context, to confront you here and
now with the presence of certain representative individuals who are alien and unfamiliar to that context in its
current form, and to confront you with your defence mechanisms against them.’

Piper’s letters directly call out the patriarchy, misogyny, racism and ignorance that the artist’s non-epistolary
works have, in part, addressed and revealed. In our fricative moment, in which individuals fray and are up
against society’s abuses of power on these very terms, Piper’s letters are prescient. They have presaged
numerous instances of public-private calls for accountability: Yvonne Rainer’s 2011 letter to Je rey Deitch —
then director of the Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles — about Marina Abramovi ’s proposed use of
young, naked female performers at a gala dinner, for instance; or Hannah Black’s 2017 letter to the Whitney
Biennial curators about the inclusion of Dana Schutz’s painting of 14-year-old lynching victim Emmett Till,
Open Casket (2016); not to mention the countless institutional disruptions and personal-political retributions of
a post-Harvey Weinstein #metoo moment.

‘A Synthesis of Intuitions, 1965–2016’, Piper’s current retrospective at New York’s Museum of Modern Art, is a
homecoming of sorts for the artist, who is now based in Berlin. It is also a call-to-arms: at stake in the artist’s
work is the possibility to speak or be called out, to confront and intervene, and for solidarity and friendship to
exist in tandem with participation and debate: in short, for the possibility of a ‘confrontation between the self
and the other’, as Piper described in  A. ~A (1974), her parameters for the work Just Gossip. Chiming with the
urgency and spirit of Piper’s invectives for open critical debate, participation and intervention, frieze presents a
series of open letters to Adrian Piper from six artists and writers.



Adrian Piper, ‘The Seven Insights/Stages of Cognitive Discernment (Yoga Sutra II.27)’, Adrian Piper Research Archive Foundation Berlin,

http://www.adrianpiper.com/yoga/docs/SevenInsightsA4.pdf, accessed 26 April 2018 

Dear Adrian Piper,

After you critiqued my work, I stopped making art for two years. We were in Switzerland at a summer
academy. You were a visiting artist; I was young and amongst other ‘emerging artists’. I was privileged to show
you a series of mobile-phone jammers I had made for an exhibition there. You said that I had not considered
the safety of the audience in jamming their communication signals.

Later that night, while at dinner, you went out of your way to speak with me again about the work. Perhaps
you could sense that I was in crisis and, at that moment, you told me that you appreciated the subversive
nature of the work. You reiterated, however, that you felt that it did not take responsibility for its own activity.
After I recovered, I asked you if I could publish ‘Sadhana as a Tapas’ and ‘Brahmacharya, Vairagya, Kaivalya’ in
an issue of Veneer Magazine, the publication I edit. In the latter text you write: 

One of the great revelations I experienced upon becoming a brahmacharin in 1985 was how much easier this
practice in turn made the practice of vairagya: the gradual process of letting go of the many entanglements
that bind us to the world of name, form and su�ering. I don’t claim that it became easy, just easier. Before, I
obsessed constantly about things, situations, people, relationships and objectives that did not develop in
accordance with my plans. I also expended an enormous amount of energy in actively man-aging, guiding and
trying to control them accordingly. Since, of course, none of these states of a�airs were, in fact, under my
control, their ful�llment or frustration of my plans, desires and managerial manipulations caused constant
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Dear Adrian Piper,

After you critiqued my work, I stopped making art for two years. We were in Switzerland at a summer
academy. You were a visiting artist; I was young and amongst other ‘emerging artists’. I was privileged to show
you a series of mobile-phone jammers I had made for an exhibition there. You said that I had not considered
the safety of the audience in jamming their communication signals.

Later that night, while at dinner, you went out of your way to speak with me again about the work. Perhaps
you could sense that I was in crisis and, at that moment, you told me that you appreciated the subversive
nature of the work. You reiterated, however, that you felt that it did not take responsibility for its own activity.
After I recovered, I asked you if I could publish ‘Sadhana as a Tapas’ and ‘Brahmacharya, Vairagya, Kaivalya’ in
an issue of Veneer Magazine, the publication I edit. In the latter text you write: 

One of the great revelations I experienced upon becoming a brahmacharin in 1985 was how much easier this
practice in turn made the practice of vairagya: the gradual process of letting go of the many entanglements
that bind us to the world of name, form and su�ering. I don’t claim that it became easy, just easier. Before, I
obsessed constantly about things, situations, people, relationships and objectives that did not develop in
accordance with my plans. I also expended an enormous amount of energy in actively man-aging, guiding and
trying to control them accordingly. Since, of course, none of these states of a�airs were, in fact, under my
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psychological and emotional turbulence that my sadhana just barely contained. (Veneer Magazine, 5/18, 2009,
pp. 149–150)

At the time, I was struggling to understand the maintenance of my own health holistically. Comprehending
how your yoga practice t into the context of your life, writing and art also put into relief questions that I had
about health interfacing more broadly with institutions. I also asked to publish this spreadsheet (above) that
you made. I have spent countless hours looking at this document over the years. It has helped me answer my
own questions about why  you agreed to let me republish your work in the rst place. I cherish your production
of that spreadsheet. I think that the decisions you make in your work are brave. I help manage a small art
library and your books are the ones that consistently go missing or are returned late. I consider your website to
be a very important place. I share your texts with students more than those of any other artist.

Thank you,

Aaron Flint Jamison 

Aaron Flint Jamison is an artist based in Portland, USA. In 2017, he had solo exhibitions at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, USA, and Galerie Max

Mayer, Düsseldorf, Germany, and participated in the 78th Whitney Biennial, New York. His work is on view in ‘Architecture of Storage’ at DAZ –

Deutsches Architektur Zentrum, Berlin, Germany, until 20 May and in ‘Bureau of Unspeci ed Services (B.U.S.)’ at SALT Galata, Istanbul, Turkey, until

July.
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AARON FLINT JAMISON 
 
Aaron Flint Jamison is a conceptual artist working with sculpture, digital media and video, publication, as 
well as performance. He is the co-founder of the art center Yale Union in Portland, Oregon and the co-
founder of the artist-run center Department of Safety, which operated from 2002 until 2010 in Anacortes, 
Washington. Jamison is the founder and editor of the ongoing serial publication Veneer Magazine, an 18-
book publishing project established in 2007.  
!
Aaron Flint Jamison was born in 1979 in Montana. Since receiving his M.F.A. from the San Francisco Art Institute in 
2006, he has exhibited internationally, presenting solo exhibitions at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York (2017 and 2015); 
Galerie Max Mayer, Düsseldorf  (2017); Pied-à-terre, Ottsville, PA (2016); Air de Paris, Paris (2015 and 2012); ETH 
Zürich, Zürich (2015); Artists Space, New York (2013); Cubitt, London (2013); Centre d’édition contemporaine, Geneva 
(2012); Artspeak, Vancouver (2012); castillo/corrales, Paris (2011); and Open Satellite, Bellevue, Washington (2010). 
His work was included in the 2017 Whitney Biennial, curated by Christopher Y. Lew and Mia Locks, the 2014 
Liverpool Biennial, curated by Anthony Huberman and Mai Abu ElDahab, and the 2016 Incorporated! - Les 
Ateliers de Rennes, curated by François Piron. Veneer Magazine is held in numerous private and public collections.  

His second one-person exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery is on view from September 10 through October 15, 2017. 
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Aaron Flint Jamison
AIR DE PARIS
32 rue Louise Weiss
September 11–October 24
Craft improbably collides with the aesthetics of network
administration in Aaron Flint Jamison’s latest exhibition, where the
mainframe is 2x Scrypt Huffer, 2014. Kitted out with turned-wood
conduits and mounted to the wall, a lacquered black box—think
floating minifridge—houses a shimmering array of application-
specific integrated circuits. This processing hub is tethered to a
terminal constructed from purple heartwood, a dense material
whose enduring appeal to the artist might lie in its sheer resistance
to manipulation. With its monitor at face height, the standing
workstation incorporates an Ergotron articulated arm supporting a
Kinesis Advantage keyboard plus joystick mouse—all features
designed to extend worker productivity—forming a negative relief
of a human body.

But whirring fans and flashing lights aside, there’s no proof of work
happening. One can’t shake the feeling that this is a Trojan horse,
as all signs point to the machine functioning as a pretty nice
cryptocurrency mining operation like those devoted to harvesting
Bitcoins. As such, the work inhabits parallel planes of financial
speculation simultaneously: as art-world commodity and cryptographic block erupter. Jamison’s marriage of difficult
woodworking operations to high-energy decryption underscores their shared aim at refined ends through excessive
outputs of force. Copies of Jamison’s book, the two-volume Checksum Digest, 2015, hide in plain sight on a lower
shelf of the terminal. Its relationship to the rest of 2x Scrypt Huffer is never explicit, but the particular ends of this
hardware are questioned in elliptical prose while commons-based peer productions of more altruistic purpose are
floated as possible alternative applications inside the volumes. Beneath the veneer of inscrutability, the artist is
invested in shared applications of knowledge and resources. One just needs to know the language to gain access.

— Phil Taylor

Aaron Flint Jamison, 2x Scrypt Huffer (detail),
2014, application-specific integrated circuits,
heatsinks, wood, power cables, data cables,
hardware, carbon fiber, copper, foam, peltier
devices, ESD material, inverters, ducting, air
conditioner, screen, books, servers, dimensions
variable.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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Courtney Fiske, “Aaron Flint Jamison”, Art In America, January 2014
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There's a cultivated obscurity to Aaron Flint Jamison's practice, a

hermeticism that borders on mysticism. For his first solo exhibition

outside of Europe, the Portland-based artist cleared Artists Space's

Greene Street loft of all but a handful of sculptural elements and even

relocated the institution's offices to an auxiliary site. The aura of the

art object was refigured as the aura of the machine: the "black box"

whose defining operation is obfuscation. 

At the gallery's entrance stood a FARO Focus 3D scanner mounted

on a tripod. Set within twinned modules, its lens revolved at a steady

clip, transforming the apparatus into a readymade kinetic sculpture.

Its purpose, one surmised, was to scan the room, converting real

space, concrete and inhabitable, into data. A black wire fed from an

outlet in the backmost wall into the scannerE another led out from the

scanner, traversing the floor in a desultory line before meeting an

Ethernet switch mounted on a table fashioned from purpleheart

wood. Excessively long—it was twice pooled—the wire exaggerated

its function of connectivity, as if attempting to materialize the

abstract inputs and outputs it relayed. 

On a windowsill adjacent to the table, an IBM laptop, linked by a

cable to the same Ethernet switch, processed data sent from the

scanner. On its screen, a progress bar inched forward, marking the

time until the scan's completion. A series of folders also appeared

onscreen, each titled with the date ("10-10-13," "10-11-13," and so

forth) and containing three high-resolution scans. A white cable
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extended from the switch, describing the interstice between floor and

wall. Architecture thus joined in the FARO-IBM circuit to form a

recursive whole, simultaneously mapping and being mapped.

Between scanner and laptop, two isolated elements intervened: the

first, a wooden plinth, painted white and topped with a piece of

perforated foamD the second, a bizarre device cobbled from six

computer fan units, two Supermicro servers and thirty 250 GB hard

drives that stored data from the scanner. In the latter's center, a

wooden cylinder spun on an electric motor, while vents on either side

emitted soft streams of air. 

As in Jamison's recent show at Cubitt in London, press release and

checklist were conspicuously absent, compounding the illegibility of

the objects on view. Artists Space's website likewise eschewed

explanation, linking instead to a spreadsheet of the show's production

balances, which detailed entries for everything from "whiskey for

gary" to each piece of technical equipment to a copy of Alexander

Galloway's 2012 primer on digital culture, The Interface Effect. At

watch from an incommodious chair, the gallery attendant had been

instructed to keep mum. This opacity seemed to be part of the point:

the work's mannered reticence and the attendant's muteness

exaggerated the system's inscrutability. 

In place of standard curatorial literature, two sets of texts—plastic-

sleeved pamphlets and an 80-page book, each permutations of the

same material—offered an oblique orientation. In them, selections

from a 1967 essay by Jean Genet appeared alongside excerpts from

the FARO user manual. Printed on varying paper stocks—some

pulpy, others smooth—they solicited touch but explained little. 

Immured in Jamison's strange circuit, the viewer's body becomes

ancillary and at risk, both threatened by and invisible to the

technology that surveyed it. The scanner functions best in static,

unpeopled, idealized spaceD moving bodies disrupt the data

collection. The machine's paradigm could be described as Yves

Klein's The Void meets the society of control. As a sticker on the

scanner's side warns: "INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION / AVOID

DIRECT / EYE EXPOSURE." One can look, but not too intently,

and even then, one cannot really see. Art here was posited as

something that supplants or exceeds human vision.

Related Articles
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Andrew Russeth, “Aaron Flint Jamison at Artists Space,” New York Observer / GalleristNY.com, November 5, 2013 

Aaron Flint Jamison, ‘Manifold to Half Matrix,’ Artists
Space, 2013. (Courtesy the artist and Artists Space)

ON VIEW

Aaron Flint Jamison at Artists Space

It’s like a scene from an espionage film. Our intelligence
officer is tracking a person of interest, and he has an
address. But when the elevator doors slide open in that
nondescript office building, the cavernous room that is
revealed is empty. The corporation has vanished, or
maybe it was never there. It was a dummy address, or a
setup. And—is that a bomb?

The Portand, Ore.-based artist Aaron Flint Jamison has
transferred Artists Space’s entire staff over to its Tribeca
storefront, leaving its third-floor exhibition space almost
entirely vacant. There are just a few objects here, and they
are sleekly ominous. A LiDAR scanner sits atop a tripod,
silently mapping the room, writing enormous files within a

stack of black servers. An outdated IBM ThinkPad tracks its progress, displaying that classic pipe screensaver.
It completes a scan in about two hours and then loops back to run the process again. Each day, the scanner is
moved to a different location in the space. Files, with the most-minute differences, are accumulating. A few
other minimal objects, handsomely made of wood and glass, offer no hints as to their uses.

There are no titles, no explanatory materials except for a mysterious, poetic instruction manual-type publication,
but the gallery’s website hosts a spreadsheet with the show’s ledger, listing $33,844 in expenses (about $1,350
for Windows Server 2008, $20 for two Man of Steel tickets). Mr. Jamison is cycling between extreme opacity
and an almost abject transparency that is ultimately just a mirage. He’s inviting you—daring you—to make
inquiries. Before the show opened, he organized a concert by the experimental musician Kevin Drumm, an
elliptical Helen DeWitt talk, a George Kuchar screening. It’s a rabbit hole of a show in that it grows odder,
creepier and less intelligible the more time you spend with it. It’s about systems and technologies that we try,
but fail, to understand, that work around and outflank us, and the ways in which such devices, objects and
knowledge shape and color rooms and experiences.

As you puzzle it out, and perhaps question the gallery attendant, cool breezes waft through the open windows,
and that unceasing scanner captures you for all time. (Through Nov. 10)

By Andrew Russeth | 11/05/13 5:49pm
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Steve Kado, “Aaron Flint Jamison,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, October 2013
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Aaron Flint Jamison

ARTISTS SPACE EXHIBITIONS

38 Greene Street, 3rd Floor

September 15, 2013–November 10, 2013

In Aaron Flint Jamison’s latest exhibition, a LiDAR room
scanner on a tripod connects to a wired network switch that the
artist has built into a table of dense purpleheart wood. The
table supports a closed handmade book and an LED spotlight
that shines its heatless light on the table’s surface. The network
switch connects to a classic IBM ThinkPad X40 and to a large
server rack that is built into a mausoleum-like cube, also made
of purpleheart. Inside, a “glory hole” cylinder rotates within a lit
chamber that is partially hidden behind half-mirrored glass,
which is copied in a wall-mounted glass work nearby. The
deluxe hardwood makes the sparse show feel weirdly opulent.

The CAT 5 network cable was once omnipresent in our daily
lives. Here, carrying a hyperdetailed rendering of the room’s
space from the LiDAR to the network switch of server-cum-
mausoleum, it feels nearly sentimental and causes the empty space of the exhibition to seem cumbersomely
physical, like thinking through the idea of Wifi backward to arrive at its antithesis. By gathering information
about the room, the LiDAR also calls out architectural and sculptural conversations about “space” by going
stubbornly and excessively empirical. And yet, silently vanishing into a puzzle-vault, the LiDAR’s data is as
mysterious and numinous backed up as it is a lived, spatial experience.

These constant reversals—from the dense physicality of rare hardwood to invisible, eye-safe lasers, from the
intangible to brutishly opulent corporeality, between knowing and unknowing—are a key Jamison move.
From his early lightbulb performances (Which Side Are You On?, 2007) to his recent book works, Veneer
Magazine, and even the pamphlet that accompanies this show, Jamison builds incredible hermetic density
into relationships between things. This makes even summarizing this sparse show a challenge. That these
man-made objects have a life of their own, independent of human goals and desires, is a telling portrait of the
way systems of knowledge now run themselves—a parallel world alongside our human one that Jamison is
able to open to us in all its dazzling complexity.

— Steve Kado

Aaron Flint Jamison, Manifold to Half
Matrix, 2013, letterpressed and offset printed
paper, dimensions variable.
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Alexander Scrimgeour, “Aaron Flint Jamison”, Artforum, No. 52, September 2013, p.421
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such tools and humble materials has been exciting to me since the beginning. 
This frank eagerness is important to what we are doing. 
 

 jh: I think they are great to explore and I always liked how you negoti-
ated formal complications through craft and material.
This brings me to a particular work of yours that has been stuck in my head 
for a long time. It’s a work I’ve never seen in person—it is Untitled Bulb 
(2007). Part of me wants to ask you how you came up with the idea to build 
museum grade light bulbs from scratch and part of me wants to ask how on 
earth you convinced SFMoMA to allow you use them (I mean how many 
waivers did you have to sign for that one?). I guess the obvious question is 
whether or not they worked, but the question I’m most interested in is what 
they illuminated?

afj: A precise definition about where pieces begin and end is rare. It’s like 
the fuzziness in pinpointing exactly where the culture begins and ends in Kom-
bucha. This implies that often tangible aspects of what I’m doing exist outside 
of this type of documentation, of course. Occasionally and as Joseph Grigely 
has wisely labeled these things exhibition prosthetics come about as appendages 
of performances, publications, shows, or bigger ideas. How wonderful. More 
traditional gallery environments stunting this energy is a concern, but also I 
love the formal platform such places provide. I hope that it goes without saying 
that formal questions are also very interesting to me! I’m lucky to have found a 
few places and individuals who are willing to take these risks with me and com-
municate them in ways that respect the work. So, actually, I’m unaware of the 
piece that you are talking about.
What’s interesting here is how your work often seems to involve unfolding and 
mine the opposite. Among others, both have central concerns of economy and 
like, authenticity. I remember opaquely texting you after watching a stream of 
you broadcasting your mobile number during a talk at the Walker Art Center 
years ago. I enjoy being confused by the role that justice plays in your editing. 
Thank you, 2012. Do you think that the treatment of material is overshadowed 
by concerns of accessibility? I’d hate for this conversation to digress into one of 
access, but maybe you could briefly talk about transparency before we move on. 

jh: It’s a good question, but I’d say that in my editorial work, at least 
with Primary Information, treatments are mostly driven by source mate-
rial. That said, the only creative role for the editors of Primary Informa-
tion is in the artists we choose in carrying out this role we try to maintain a 
non-influence, though this attempt is usually somewhat cracked by reality. 
Miriam [Katzeff] and I essentially began the press when we were working 
at Printed Matter in 2001, where we were completely taken by the Guerrilla 
Art Action Group archive and wanted to see it (and material like it) out in 
the world. It was here that our romance for the archive met the institutional 
dogma of access, likely with a heightened sense of justice given the subject 
of our focus.
It seems your work with Yale Union (now) and (formerly) with Depart-
ment of Safety has some altruistic roots. Was this part of the motivation or 
a bi-product of a larger mission/concern? Contemporary (and now his-
torical) thinking about artists’ books requires the viewer to see the book 
as a spatial and conceptual alternative to the exhibition space, though little 
sensitivity is given to the qualitatively differences of spaces in formulating 
this concept. It is clear that you have a vast interest in the materiality of 
the page, but do you see a difference in the types of spaces that your work 
inhabits, whether it is at Yale Union, a gallery you are working with, or in 
Veneer. Your movement between these spaces appears seamless, but is it?

afj: That’s generous of you to call it seamless. I’m aware of it being cava-
lier, but thinking about the audience in relation to these centers is something 
that I rarely afford myself. It’s important, but these questions are not part of 
my particular job there and I work with some great individuals who can process 
in this way. My availability at YU—and at DoS for that matter—is focused 
around production these days. 
The second part of your question is a very interesting one, of course. Nothing 
is easy. I often think of the Yale Union building itself as a red herring because 
of the responsibility historic and fetizished architecture seems to mandate. It’s 
a struggle to resist this and attempt to think around exhibition and production 
responsibly. I’m not alone here. This is why we built the kitchen first. I have 
little to do with programming, but I can tell you that this is why we are having 
the Finlay exhibition in a room that is 70 sq/ft instead of an adjacent space that 
is empty and 10,000 sq/ft. This is why the Kuchar exhibition has been happen-
ing for three years and will last another five years. This is why we built the print 
shop in the basement–because it’s always producing and that energy is crucial 
to the activity of the rest of the project. 
I read the Xerox Book for the first time while sitting on a sweaty subway. It 
was circumstantial, but I found some tears in my eyes. I’m a deep believer, but 

I don’t subscribe to there being any formula for making these books or exhibi-
tions. They are very different. 

jh: I’d been meaning to ask you about Finlay—I see a parallel in your 
work and his, particularly in the way his work was constantly expanding 
through traditional and non-traditional partnerships and methodologies, 
some more stable than others, but never relying on them wholesale. Can 
you discuss your interest in Finlay? and perhaps talk a little more about the 
exhibition(s) devoted to him that you and YU are working on?

afj: What a complicated artist! I’ll be the last to say that I’m an expert on 
Finlay or that my work should be uttered in the same sentence as his. I was 
introduced to his practice during the second Bush regime and then a few years 
ago Tim Johnson and Caitlin Murray of Marfa, TX, asked me to make an an-
thology about him. This little book that they subsequently edited and I pro-
duced, The Present Order: Writings on the Work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, was 
the outcome. It was a very confusing project for me because I was asked to 
interface indirectly with the work and then present it and produce it for some 
abstract interested audience that might actually purchase such a textbook. What 
is my roll, then a designer!? What does that mean? More recently at Yale Union 
we have partnered with Reed College to make a few small exhibitions of his 
work over the next year. The college owns many hundreds of Finlay’s pieces 
and are generously loaning them to us. The way that these exhibitions will hap-
pen is that we’ve asked aficionados who are more seasoned in responding to his 
work to make selections as individual, humble Finlay shows. Because the body 
is so diverse these Finlay experts all direct their attention to different aspects of 
the work. This model allows for different, complicated, and even contradictory 
edits to be presented from the exact same collection.

jh: I am curious about a re-occurring medium in your work from the 
past few years: purple-heart wood. It is such a specific surface and material. 
How’d you come to it? Are you still working with it?

afj: It’s true that my interest in this stuff is determined and that I love it! I 
don’t think that I need to go into the particular reasons for returning to its use. 
I would say that it’s a particularly unpleasant material to render. My workshop 
is covered often in purple dust. How is this natural? I’m admittedly capricious 
and wide-eyed and have used plenty of materials that are more sincerely seduc-
tive over the years but I have never found a suitable replacement for the charac-
teristics I love about the purple wood. 

jh: It sits in my mind perhaps because of Snuggle Kit which was the last 
work I saw of yours (at the “Freaks and Geeks” exhibition at Air de Paris 
last summer). You have an exhibition coming up shortly at Air de Paris�in 
finishing up here can you tell me a little bit about it or give me a few hints 
about what your working on now? Likewise, when I can expect the next 
installment of Veneer? 

afj: The realistic plan is that the next Veneer, 09/18, will be on bookshelves 
everywhere by the end of the year. I’m quite excited about this. It’s shaping up 
nicely. I generally enjoy working light on my feet, but I don’t rush the process. 
Do you know about the story of the previous issue, 08/18? This is a conclusion: 
The offset printing facility and bindery that I was contracting with in Canada 
went into receivership and Veneer was the last book that it produced. However, 
the technicians were less concerned with quality control at that point as the 
bankers were kicking them out of the warehouse. The result of this was that the 
covers of Veneer were bound upside down and then accidentally they shipped 
me all the improperly bound books even though I refused payment. No one 
cared because the press was already bankrupt. We used that money we were go-
ing to spend on the issue instead on a plumbing project at Yale Union. Then we 
ripped off all of the covers of the magazine and considered 08/18 remaindered, 
free for anyone who wanted it. There is not one issue of that magazine that has 
a cover on it in the entire world. It was catastrophic and a failure at the time 
because there were entire signatures typeset in lead that were misbound and 
could not be salvaged, but in retrospect I’m also very proud of the new sinks in 
the basement of Yale Union. 

Opposite – Veneer Magazine 01/18-08/18, 2007-2012.
Courtesy: the artist

PAPER LOVE 

Aaron Flint Jamison is an artist from Portland, Oregon, but he is also the editor of a particular 
publication that in terms of form and concept blurs the boundaries between the artist’s book and the 

magazine. James Hoff, an avid reader of Veneer, met with the artist to talk about the extraordinary 
handmade quality of the magazine, and the irresistible qualities of purple-heart wood.

B Y  J A M E S  H O F F

James Hoff: It’s nice to finally meet you (kind of ), perhaps make 
contact is a better way of saying it. I feel as though I’ve been receiving 
dispatches from you through friends and various bookstores now for years, 
(not to sound too cold war about it). Much of your work does involve a 
degree of undermining and employing bureaucratic channels and I’m curi-
ous to what extent this is a conscious exploration by you as an artist and/or 
the by-product of your role as a publisher, if you even distinguish between 
these two roles.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Thank you. I’m unapologetic about the 
work having a hard life in traditional economies or bureaucracies. That de-
fines things automatically. Amongst other objects and performances I do indeed 
make books, but am I a traditional publisher? The work that I make has been 
dropped and rejected by distributors and I’m quite sure that most bookstores 
and sellers consider it to be a headache. 

jh: I’ve always liked how you dismantle the role of editor/publisher 
with Veneer, formally and conceptually blurring the lines between an art-
ist book and the magazine platform. There is, of course, a tradition to this 
critical approach—Semina and Landslide quickly come to mind. Can you 
talk a little bit about the genesis of Veneer Magazine and how it developed? 

afj: Perhaps a good way to answer this question would be to speak about the 
project’s early material selections and how those and the specific process forced 
a rubric for the remaining books. I would hope that someone could look at the 
first issue that we started building in 2006 and witness a romance with the me-
dium itself. Parts of the book are  letterpressed, other sections are printed on 
an offset press. The trim size is tall and narrow and the paper stocks are heavy 
and exaggerated. It is typeset in the technical but delicate Baskerville. The spine 
is excessively glued with a stiff hot melt perfect binding. Many inserts fall out 
of the pages when flipping through it.  Producing in multiple these objects with 
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such tools and humble materials has been exciting to me since the beginning. 
This frank eagerness is important to what we are doing. 
 

 jh: I think they are great to explore and I always liked how you negoti-
ated formal complications through craft and material.
This brings me to a particular work of yours that has been stuck in my head 
for a long time. It’s a work I’ve never seen in person—it is Untitled Bulb 
(2007). Part of me wants to ask you how you came up with the idea to build 
museum grade light bulbs from scratch and part of me wants to ask how on 
earth you convinced SFMoMA to allow you use them (I mean how many 
waivers did you have to sign for that one?). I guess the obvious question is 
whether or not they worked, but the question I’m most interested in is what 
they illuminated?

afj: A precise definition about where pieces begin and end is rare. It’s like 
the fuzziness in pinpointing exactly where the culture begins and ends in Kom-
bucha. This implies that often tangible aspects of what I’m doing exist outside 
of this type of documentation, of course. Occasionally and as Joseph Grigely 
has wisely labeled these things exhibition prosthetics come about as appendages 
of performances, publications, shows, or bigger ideas. How wonderful. More 
traditional gallery environments stunting this energy is a concern, but also I 
love the formal platform such places provide. I hope that it goes without saying 
that formal questions are also very interesting to me! I’m lucky to have found a 
few places and individuals who are willing to take these risks with me and com-
municate them in ways that respect the work. So, actually, I’m unaware of the 
piece that you are talking about.
What’s interesting here is how your work often seems to involve unfolding and 
mine the opposite. Among others, both have central concerns of economy and 
like, authenticity. I remember opaquely texting you after watching a stream of 
you broadcasting your mobile number during a talk at the Walker Art Center 
years ago. I enjoy being confused by the role that justice plays in your editing. 
Thank you, 2012. Do you think that the treatment of material is overshadowed 
by concerns of accessibility? I’d hate for this conversation to digress into one of 
access, but maybe you could briefly talk about transparency before we move on. 

jh: It’s a good question, but I’d say that in my editorial work, at least 
with Primary Information, treatments are mostly driven by source mate-
rial. That said, the only creative role for the editors of Primary Informa-
tion is in the artists we choose in carrying out this role we try to maintain a 
non-influence, though this attempt is usually somewhat cracked by reality. 
Miriam [Katzeff] and I essentially began the press when we were working 
at Printed Matter in 2001, where we were completely taken by the Guerrilla 
Art Action Group archive and wanted to see it (and material like it) out in 
the world. It was here that our romance for the archive met the institutional 
dogma of access, likely with a heightened sense of justice given the subject 
of our focus.
It seems your work with Yale Union (now) and (formerly) with Depart-
ment of Safety has some altruistic roots. Was this part of the motivation or 
a bi-product of a larger mission/concern? Contemporary (and now his-
torical) thinking about artists’ books requires the viewer to see the book 
as a spatial and conceptual alternative to the exhibition space, though little 
sensitivity is given to the qualitatively differences of spaces in formulating 
this concept. It is clear that you have a vast interest in the materiality of 
the page, but do you see a difference in the types of spaces that your work 
inhabits, whether it is at Yale Union, a gallery you are working with, or in 
Veneer. Your movement between these spaces appears seamless, but is it?

afj: That’s generous of you to call it seamless. I’m aware of it being cava-
lier, but thinking about the audience in relation to these centers is something 
that I rarely afford myself. It’s important, but these questions are not part of 
my particular job there and I work with some great individuals who can process 
in this way. My availability at YU—and at DoS for that matter—is focused 
around production these days. 
The second part of your question is a very interesting one, of course. Nothing 
is easy. I often think of the Yale Union building itself as a red herring because 
of the responsibility historic and fetizished architecture seems to mandate. It’s 
a struggle to resist this and attempt to think around exhibition and production 
responsibly. I’m not alone here. This is why we built the kitchen first. I have 
little to do with programming, but I can tell you that this is why we are having 
the Finlay exhibition in a room that is 70 sq/ft instead of an adjacent space that 
is empty and 10,000 sq/ft. This is why the Kuchar exhibition has been happen-
ing for three years and will last another five years. This is why we built the print 
shop in the basement–because it’s always producing and that energy is crucial 
to the activity of the rest of the project. 
I read the Xerox Book for the first time while sitting on a sweaty subway. It 
was circumstantial, but I found some tears in my eyes. I’m a deep believer, but 

I don’t subscribe to there being any formula for making these books or exhibi-
tions. They are very different. 

jh: I’d been meaning to ask you about Finlay—I see a parallel in your 
work and his, particularly in the way his work was constantly expanding 
through traditional and non-traditional partnerships and methodologies, 
some more stable than others, but never relying on them wholesale. Can 
you discuss your interest in Finlay? and perhaps talk a little more about the 
exhibition(s) devoted to him that you and YU are working on?

afj: What a complicated artist! I’ll be the last to say that I’m an expert on 
Finlay or that my work should be uttered in the same sentence as his. I was 
introduced to his practice during the second Bush regime and then a few years 
ago Tim Johnson and Caitlin Murray of Marfa, TX, asked me to make an an-
thology about him. This little book that they subsequently edited and I pro-
duced, The Present Order: Writings on the Work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, was 
the outcome. It was a very confusing project for me because I was asked to 
interface indirectly with the work and then present it and produce it for some 
abstract interested audience that might actually purchase such a textbook. What 
is my roll, then a designer!? What does that mean? More recently at Yale Union 
we have partnered with Reed College to make a few small exhibitions of his 
work over the next year. The college owns many hundreds of Finlay’s pieces 
and are generously loaning them to us. The way that these exhibitions will hap-
pen is that we’ve asked aficionados who are more seasoned in responding to his 
work to make selections as individual, humble Finlay shows. Because the body 
is so diverse these Finlay experts all direct their attention to different aspects of 
the work. This model allows for different, complicated, and even contradictory 
edits to be presented from the exact same collection.

jh: I am curious about a re-occurring medium in your work from the 
past few years: purple-heart wood. It is such a specific surface and material. 
How’d you come to it? Are you still working with it?

afj: It’s true that my interest in this stuff is determined and that I love it! I 
don’t think that I need to go into the particular reasons for returning to its use. 
I would say that it’s a particularly unpleasant material to render. My workshop 
is covered often in purple dust. How is this natural? I’m admittedly capricious 
and wide-eyed and have used plenty of materials that are more sincerely seduc-
tive over the years but I have never found a suitable replacement for the charac-
teristics I love about the purple wood. 

jh: It sits in my mind perhaps because of Snuggle Kit which was the last 
work I saw of yours (at the “Freaks and Geeks” exhibition at Air de Paris 
last summer). You have an exhibition coming up shortly at Air de Paris�in 
finishing up here can you tell me a little bit about it or give me a few hints 
about what your working on now? Likewise, when I can expect the next 
installment of Veneer? 

afj: The realistic plan is that the next Veneer, 09/18, will be on bookshelves 
everywhere by the end of the year. I’m quite excited about this. It’s shaping up 
nicely. I generally enjoy working light on my feet, but I don’t rush the process. 
Do you know about the story of the previous issue, 08/18? This is a conclusion: 
The offset printing facility and bindery that I was contracting with in Canada 
went into receivership and Veneer was the last book that it produced. However, 
the technicians were less concerned with quality control at that point as the 
bankers were kicking them out of the warehouse. The result of this was that the 
covers of Veneer were bound upside down and then accidentally they shipped 
me all the improperly bound books even though I refused payment. No one 
cared because the press was already bankrupt. We used that money we were go-
ing to spend on the issue instead on a plumbing project at Yale Union. Then we 
ripped off all of the covers of the magazine and considered 08/18 remaindered, 
free for anyone who wanted it. There is not one issue of that magazine that has 
a cover on it in the entire world. It was catastrophic and a failure at the time 
because there were entire signatures typeset in lead that were misbound and 
could not be salvaged, but in retrospect I’m also very proud of the new sinks in 
the basement of Yale Union. 

Opposite – Veneer Magazine 01/18-08/18, 2007-2012.
Courtesy: the artist

PAPER LOVE 

Aaron Flint Jamison is an artist from Portland, Oregon, but he is also the editor of a particular 
publication that in terms of form and concept blurs the boundaries between the artist’s book and the 

magazine. James Hoff, an avid reader of Veneer, met with the artist to talk about the extraordinary 
handmade quality of the magazine, and the irresistible qualities of purple-heart wood.

B Y  J A M E S  H O F F

James Hoff: It’s nice to finally meet you (kind of ), perhaps make 
contact is a better way of saying it. I feel as though I’ve been receiving 
dispatches from you through friends and various bookstores now for years, 
(not to sound too cold war about it). Much of your work does involve a 
degree of undermining and employing bureaucratic channels and I’m curi-
ous to what extent this is a conscious exploration by you as an artist and/or 
the by-product of your role as a publisher, if you even distinguish between 
these two roles.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Thank you. I’m unapologetic about the 
work having a hard life in traditional economies or bureaucracies. That de-
fines things automatically. Amongst other objects and performances I do indeed 
make books, but am I a traditional publisher? The work that I make has been 
dropped and rejected by distributors and I’m quite sure that most bookstores 
and sellers consider it to be a headache. 

jh: I’ve always liked how you dismantle the role of editor/publisher 
with Veneer, formally and conceptually blurring the lines between an art-
ist book and the magazine platform. There is, of course, a tradition to this 
critical approach—Semina and Landslide quickly come to mind. Can you 
talk a little bit about the genesis of Veneer Magazine and how it developed? 

afj: Perhaps a good way to answer this question would be to speak about the 
project’s early material selections and how those and the specific process forced 
a rubric for the remaining books. I would hope that someone could look at the 
first issue that we started building in 2006 and witness a romance with the me-
dium itself. Parts of the book are  letterpressed, other sections are printed on 
an offset press. The trim size is tall and narrow and the paper stocks are heavy 
and exaggerated. It is typeset in the technical but delicate Baskerville. The spine 
is excessively glued with a stiff hot melt perfect binding. Many inserts fall out 
of the pages when flipping through it.  Producing in multiple these objects with 
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such tools and humble materials has been exciting to me since the beginning. 
This frank eagerness is important to what we are doing. 
 

 jh: I think they are great to explore and I always liked how you negoti-
ated formal complications through craft and material.
This brings me to a particular work of yours that has been stuck in my head 
for a long time. It’s a work I’ve never seen in person—it is Untitled Bulb 
(2007). Part of me wants to ask you how you came up with the idea to build 
museum grade light bulbs from scratch and part of me wants to ask how on 
earth you convinced SFMoMA to allow you use them (I mean how many 
waivers did you have to sign for that one?). I guess the obvious question is 
whether or not they worked, but the question I’m most interested in is what 
they illuminated?

afj: A precise definition about where pieces begin and end is rare. It’s like 
the fuzziness in pinpointing exactly where the culture begins and ends in Kom-
bucha. This implies that often tangible aspects of what I’m doing exist outside 
of this type of documentation, of course. Occasionally and as Joseph Grigely 
has wisely labeled these things exhibition prosthetics come about as appendages 
of performances, publications, shows, or bigger ideas. How wonderful. More 
traditional gallery environments stunting this energy is a concern, but also I 
love the formal platform such places provide. I hope that it goes without saying 
that formal questions are also very interesting to me! I’m lucky to have found a 
few places and individuals who are willing to take these risks with me and com-
municate them in ways that respect the work. So, actually, I’m unaware of the 
piece that you are talking about.
What’s interesting here is how your work often seems to involve unfolding and 
mine the opposite. Among others, both have central concerns of economy and 
like, authenticity. I remember opaquely texting you after watching a stream of 
you broadcasting your mobile number during a talk at the Walker Art Center 
years ago. I enjoy being confused by the role that justice plays in your editing. 
Thank you, 2012. Do you think that the treatment of material is overshadowed 
by concerns of accessibility? I’d hate for this conversation to digress into one of 
access, but maybe you could briefly talk about transparency before we move on. 

jh: It’s a good question, but I’d say that in my editorial work, at least 
with Primary Information, treatments are mostly driven by source mate-
rial. That said, the only creative role for the editors of Primary Informa-
tion is in the artists we choose in carrying out this role we try to maintain a 
non-influence, though this attempt is usually somewhat cracked by reality. 
Miriam [Katzeff] and I essentially began the press when we were working 
at Printed Matter in 2001, where we were completely taken by the Guerrilla 
Art Action Group archive and wanted to see it (and material like it) out in 
the world. It was here that our romance for the archive met the institutional 
dogma of access, likely with a heightened sense of justice given the subject 
of our focus.
It seems your work with Yale Union (now) and (formerly) with Depart-
ment of Safety has some altruistic roots. Was this part of the motivation or 
a bi-product of a larger mission/concern? Contemporary (and now his-
torical) thinking about artists’ books requires the viewer to see the book 
as a spatial and conceptual alternative to the exhibition space, though little 
sensitivity is given to the qualitatively differences of spaces in formulating 
this concept. It is clear that you have a vast interest in the materiality of 
the page, but do you see a difference in the types of spaces that your work 
inhabits, whether it is at Yale Union, a gallery you are working with, or in 
Veneer. Your movement between these spaces appears seamless, but is it?

afj: That’s generous of you to call it seamless. I’m aware of it being cava-
lier, but thinking about the audience in relation to these centers is something 
that I rarely afford myself. It’s important, but these questions are not part of 
my particular job there and I work with some great individuals who can process 
in this way. My availability at YU—and at DoS for that matter—is focused 
around production these days. 
The second part of your question is a very interesting one, of course. Nothing 
is easy. I often think of the Yale Union building itself as a red herring because 
of the responsibility historic and fetizished architecture seems to mandate. It’s 
a struggle to resist this and attempt to think around exhibition and production 
responsibly. I’m not alone here. This is why we built the kitchen first. I have 
little to do with programming, but I can tell you that this is why we are having 
the Finlay exhibition in a room that is 70 sq/ft instead of an adjacent space that 
is empty and 10,000 sq/ft. This is why the Kuchar exhibition has been happen-
ing for three years and will last another five years. This is why we built the print 
shop in the basement–because it’s always producing and that energy is crucial 
to the activity of the rest of the project. 
I read the Xerox Book for the first time while sitting on a sweaty subway. It 
was circumstantial, but I found some tears in my eyes. I’m a deep believer, but 

I don’t subscribe to there being any formula for making these books or exhibi-
tions. They are very different. 

jh: I’d been meaning to ask you about Finlay—I see a parallel in your 
work and his, particularly in the way his work was constantly expanding 
through traditional and non-traditional partnerships and methodologies, 
some more stable than others, but never relying on them wholesale. Can 
you discuss your interest in Finlay? and perhaps talk a little more about the 
exhibition(s) devoted to him that you and YU are working on?

afj: What a complicated artist! I’ll be the last to say that I’m an expert on 
Finlay or that my work should be uttered in the same sentence as his. I was 
introduced to his practice during the second Bush regime and then a few years 
ago Tim Johnson and Caitlin Murray of Marfa, TX, asked me to make an an-
thology about him. This little book that they subsequently edited and I pro-
duced, The Present Order: Writings on the Work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, was 
the outcome. It was a very confusing project for me because I was asked to 
interface indirectly with the work and then present it and produce it for some 
abstract interested audience that might actually purchase such a textbook. What 
is my roll, then a designer!? What does that mean? More recently at Yale Union 
we have partnered with Reed College to make a few small exhibitions of his 
work over the next year. The college owns many hundreds of Finlay’s pieces 
and are generously loaning them to us. The way that these exhibitions will hap-
pen is that we’ve asked aficionados who are more seasoned in responding to his 
work to make selections as individual, humble Finlay shows. Because the body 
is so diverse these Finlay experts all direct their attention to different aspects of 
the work. This model allows for different, complicated, and even contradictory 
edits to be presented from the exact same collection.

jh: I am curious about a re-occurring medium in your work from the 
past few years: purple-heart wood. It is such a specific surface and material. 
How’d you come to it? Are you still working with it?

afj: It’s true that my interest in this stuff is determined and that I love it! I 
don’t think that I need to go into the particular reasons for returning to its use. 
I would say that it’s a particularly unpleasant material to render. My workshop 
is covered often in purple dust. How is this natural? I’m admittedly capricious 
and wide-eyed and have used plenty of materials that are more sincerely seduc-
tive over the years but I have never found a suitable replacement for the charac-
teristics I love about the purple wood. 

jh: It sits in my mind perhaps because of Snuggle Kit which was the last 
work I saw of yours (at the “Freaks and Geeks” exhibition at Air de Paris 
last summer). You have an exhibition coming up shortly at Air de Paris�in 
finishing up here can you tell me a little bit about it or give me a few hints 
about what your working on now? Likewise, when I can expect the next 
installment of Veneer? 

afj: The realistic plan is that the next Veneer, 09/18, will be on bookshelves 
everywhere by the end of the year. I’m quite excited about this. It’s shaping up 
nicely. I generally enjoy working light on my feet, but I don’t rush the process. 
Do you know about the story of the previous issue, 08/18? This is a conclusion: 
The offset printing facility and bindery that I was contracting with in Canada 
went into receivership and Veneer was the last book that it produced. However, 
the technicians were less concerned with quality control at that point as the 
bankers were kicking them out of the warehouse. The result of this was that the 
covers of Veneer were bound upside down and then accidentally they shipped 
me all the improperly bound books even though I refused payment. No one 
cared because the press was already bankrupt. We used that money we were go-
ing to spend on the issue instead on a plumbing project at Yale Union. Then we 
ripped off all of the covers of the magazine and considered 08/18 remaindered, 
free for anyone who wanted it. There is not one issue of that magazine that has 
a cover on it in the entire world. It was catastrophic and a failure at the time 
because there were entire signatures typeset in lead that were misbound and 
could not be salvaged, but in retrospect I’m also very proud of the new sinks in 
the basement of Yale Union. 

Opposite – Veneer Magazine 01/18-08/18, 2007-2012.
Courtesy: the artist

PAPER LOVE 

Aaron Flint Jamison is an artist from Portland, Oregon, but he is also the editor of a particular 
publication that in terms of form and concept blurs the boundaries between the artist’s book and the 

magazine. James Hoff, an avid reader of Veneer, met with the artist to talk about the extraordinary 
handmade quality of the magazine, and the irresistible qualities of purple-heart wood.

B Y  J A M E S  H O F F

James Hoff: It’s nice to finally meet you (kind of ), perhaps make 
contact is a better way of saying it. I feel as though I’ve been receiving 
dispatches from you through friends and various bookstores now for years, 
(not to sound too cold war about it). Much of your work does involve a 
degree of undermining and employing bureaucratic channels and I’m curi-
ous to what extent this is a conscious exploration by you as an artist and/or 
the by-product of your role as a publisher, if you even distinguish between 
these two roles.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Thank you. I’m unapologetic about the 
work having a hard life in traditional economies or bureaucracies. That de-
fines things automatically. Amongst other objects and performances I do indeed 
make books, but am I a traditional publisher? The work that I make has been 
dropped and rejected by distributors and I’m quite sure that most bookstores 
and sellers consider it to be a headache. 

jh: I’ve always liked how you dismantle the role of editor/publisher 
with Veneer, formally and conceptually blurring the lines between an art-
ist book and the magazine platform. There is, of course, a tradition to this 
critical approach—Semina and Landslide quickly come to mind. Can you 
talk a little bit about the genesis of Veneer Magazine and how it developed? 

afj: Perhaps a good way to answer this question would be to speak about the 
project’s early material selections and how those and the specific process forced 
a rubric for the remaining books. I would hope that someone could look at the 
first issue that we started building in 2006 and witness a romance with the me-
dium itself. Parts of the book are  letterpressed, other sections are printed on 
an offset press. The trim size is tall and narrow and the paper stocks are heavy 
and exaggerated. It is typeset in the technical but delicate Baskerville. The spine 
is excessively glued with a stiff hot melt perfect binding. Many inserts fall out 
of the pages when flipping through it.  Producing in multiple these objects with 
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such tools and humble materials has been exciting to me since the beginning. 
This frank eagerness is important to what we are doing. 
 

 jh: I think they are great to explore and I always liked how you negoti-
ated formal complications through craft and material.
This brings me to a particular work of yours that has been stuck in my head 
for a long time. It’s a work I’ve never seen in person—it is Untitled Bulb 
(2007). Part of me wants to ask you how you came up with the idea to build 
museum grade light bulbs from scratch and part of me wants to ask how on 
earth you convinced SFMoMA to allow you use them (I mean how many 
waivers did you have to sign for that one?). I guess the obvious question is 
whether or not they worked, but the question I’m most interested in is what 
they illuminated?

afj: A precise definition about where pieces begin and end is rare. It’s like 
the fuzziness in pinpointing exactly where the culture begins and ends in Kom-
bucha. This implies that often tangible aspects of what I’m doing exist outside 
of this type of documentation, of course. Occasionally and as Joseph Grigely 
has wisely labeled these things exhibition prosthetics come about as appendages 
of performances, publications, shows, or bigger ideas. How wonderful. More 
traditional gallery environments stunting this energy is a concern, but also I 
love the formal platform such places provide. I hope that it goes without saying 
that formal questions are also very interesting to me! I’m lucky to have found a 
few places and individuals who are willing to take these risks with me and com-
municate them in ways that respect the work. So, actually, I’m unaware of the 
piece that you are talking about.
What’s interesting here is how your work often seems to involve unfolding and 
mine the opposite. Among others, both have central concerns of economy and 
like, authenticity. I remember opaquely texting you after watching a stream of 
you broadcasting your mobile number during a talk at the Walker Art Center 
years ago. I enjoy being confused by the role that justice plays in your editing. 
Thank you, 2012. Do you think that the treatment of material is overshadowed 
by concerns of accessibility? I’d hate for this conversation to digress into one of 
access, but maybe you could briefly talk about transparency before we move on. 

jh: It’s a good question, but I’d say that in my editorial work, at least 
with Primary Information, treatments are mostly driven by source mate-
rial. That said, the only creative role for the editors of Primary Informa-
tion is in the artists we choose in carrying out this role we try to maintain a 
non-influence, though this attempt is usually somewhat cracked by reality. 
Miriam [Katzeff] and I essentially began the press when we were working 
at Printed Matter in 2001, where we were completely taken by the Guerrilla 
Art Action Group archive and wanted to see it (and material like it) out in 
the world. It was here that our romance for the archive met the institutional 
dogma of access, likely with a heightened sense of justice given the subject 
of our focus.
It seems your work with Yale Union (now) and (formerly) with Depart-
ment of Safety has some altruistic roots. Was this part of the motivation or 
a bi-product of a larger mission/concern? Contemporary (and now his-
torical) thinking about artists’ books requires the viewer to see the book 
as a spatial and conceptual alternative to the exhibition space, though little 
sensitivity is given to the qualitatively differences of spaces in formulating 
this concept. It is clear that you have a vast interest in the materiality of 
the page, but do you see a difference in the types of spaces that your work 
inhabits, whether it is at Yale Union, a gallery you are working with, or in 
Veneer. Your movement between these spaces appears seamless, but is it?

afj: That’s generous of you to call it seamless. I’m aware of it being cava-
lier, but thinking about the audience in relation to these centers is something 
that I rarely afford myself. It’s important, but these questions are not part of 
my particular job there and I work with some great individuals who can process 
in this way. My availability at YU—and at DoS for that matter—is focused 
around production these days. 
The second part of your question is a very interesting one, of course. Nothing 
is easy. I often think of the Yale Union building itself as a red herring because 
of the responsibility historic and fetizished architecture seems to mandate. It’s 
a struggle to resist this and attempt to think around exhibition and production 
responsibly. I’m not alone here. This is why we built the kitchen first. I have 
little to do with programming, but I can tell you that this is why we are having 
the Finlay exhibition in a room that is 70 sq/ft instead of an adjacent space that 
is empty and 10,000 sq/ft. This is why the Kuchar exhibition has been happen-
ing for three years and will last another five years. This is why we built the print 
shop in the basement–because it’s always producing and that energy is crucial 
to the activity of the rest of the project. 
I read the Xerox Book for the first time while sitting on a sweaty subway. It 
was circumstantial, but I found some tears in my eyes. I’m a deep believer, but 

I don’t subscribe to there being any formula for making these books or exhibi-
tions. They are very different. 

jh: I’d been meaning to ask you about Finlay—I see a parallel in your 
work and his, particularly in the way his work was constantly expanding 
through traditional and non-traditional partnerships and methodologies, 
some more stable than others, but never relying on them wholesale. Can 
you discuss your interest in Finlay? and perhaps talk a little more about the 
exhibition(s) devoted to him that you and YU are working on?

afj: What a complicated artist! I’ll be the last to say that I’m an expert on 
Finlay or that my work should be uttered in the same sentence as his. I was 
introduced to his practice during the second Bush regime and then a few years 
ago Tim Johnson and Caitlin Murray of Marfa, TX, asked me to make an an-
thology about him. This little book that they subsequently edited and I pro-
duced, The Present Order: Writings on the Work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, was 
the outcome. It was a very confusing project for me because I was asked to 
interface indirectly with the work and then present it and produce it for some 
abstract interested audience that might actually purchase such a textbook. What 
is my roll, then a designer!? What does that mean? More recently at Yale Union 
we have partnered with Reed College to make a few small exhibitions of his 
work over the next year. The college owns many hundreds of Finlay’s pieces 
and are generously loaning them to us. The way that these exhibitions will hap-
pen is that we’ve asked aficionados who are more seasoned in responding to his 
work to make selections as individual, humble Finlay shows. Because the body 
is so diverse these Finlay experts all direct their attention to different aspects of 
the work. This model allows for different, complicated, and even contradictory 
edits to be presented from the exact same collection.

jh: I am curious about a re-occurring medium in your work from the 
past few years: purple-heart wood. It is such a specific surface and material. 
How’d you come to it? Are you still working with it?

afj: It’s true that my interest in this stuff is determined and that I love it! I 
don’t think that I need to go into the particular reasons for returning to its use. 
I would say that it’s a particularly unpleasant material to render. My workshop 
is covered often in purple dust. How is this natural? I’m admittedly capricious 
and wide-eyed and have used plenty of materials that are more sincerely seduc-
tive over the years but I have never found a suitable replacement for the charac-
teristics I love about the purple wood. 

jh: It sits in my mind perhaps because of Snuggle Kit which was the last 
work I saw of yours (at the “Freaks and Geeks” exhibition at Air de Paris 
last summer). You have an exhibition coming up shortly at Air de Paris�in 
finishing up here can you tell me a little bit about it or give me a few hints 
about what your working on now? Likewise, when I can expect the next 
installment of Veneer? 

afj: The realistic plan is that the next Veneer, 09/18, will be on bookshelves 
everywhere by the end of the year. I’m quite excited about this. It’s shaping up 
nicely. I generally enjoy working light on my feet, but I don’t rush the process. 
Do you know about the story of the previous issue, 08/18? This is a conclusion: 
The offset printing facility and bindery that I was contracting with in Canada 
went into receivership and Veneer was the last book that it produced. However, 
the technicians were less concerned with quality control at that point as the 
bankers were kicking them out of the warehouse. The result of this was that the 
covers of Veneer were bound upside down and then accidentally they shipped 
me all the improperly bound books even though I refused payment. No one 
cared because the press was already bankrupt. We used that money we were go-
ing to spend on the issue instead on a plumbing project at Yale Union. Then we 
ripped off all of the covers of the magazine and considered 08/18 remaindered, 
free for anyone who wanted it. There is not one issue of that magazine that has 
a cover on it in the entire world. It was catastrophic and a failure at the time 
because there were entire signatures typeset in lead that were misbound and 
could not be salvaged, but in retrospect I’m also very proud of the new sinks in 
the basement of Yale Union. 
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magazine. James Hoff, an avid reader of Veneer, met with the artist to talk about the extraordinary 
handmade quality of the magazine, and the irresistible qualities of purple-heart wood.
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James Hoff: It’s nice to finally meet you (kind of ), perhaps make 
contact is a better way of saying it. I feel as though I’ve been receiving 
dispatches from you through friends and various bookstores now for years, 
(not to sound too cold war about it). Much of your work does involve a 
degree of undermining and employing bureaucratic channels and I’m curi-
ous to what extent this is a conscious exploration by you as an artist and/or 
the by-product of your role as a publisher, if you even distinguish between 
these two roles.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Thank you. I’m unapologetic about the 
work having a hard life in traditional economies or bureaucracies. That de-
fines things automatically. Amongst other objects and performances I do indeed 
make books, but am I a traditional publisher? The work that I make has been 
dropped and rejected by distributors and I’m quite sure that most bookstores 
and sellers consider it to be a headache. 

jh: I’ve always liked how you dismantle the role of editor/publisher 
with Veneer, formally and conceptually blurring the lines between an art-
ist book and the magazine platform. There is, of course, a tradition to this 
critical approach—Semina and Landslide quickly come to mind. Can you 
talk a little bit about the genesis of Veneer Magazine and how it developed? 

afj: Perhaps a good way to answer this question would be to speak about the 
project’s early material selections and how those and the specific process forced 
a rubric for the remaining books. I would hope that someone could look at the 
first issue that we started building in 2006 and witness a romance with the me-
dium itself. Parts of the book are  letterpressed, other sections are printed on 
an offset press. The trim size is tall and narrow and the paper stocks are heavy 
and exaggerated. It is typeset in the technical but delicate Baskerville. The spine 
is excessively glued with a stiff hot melt perfect binding. Many inserts fall out 
of the pages when flipping through it.  Producing in multiple these objects with 
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such tools and humble materials has been exciting to me since the beginning. 
This frank eagerness is important to what we are doing. 
 

 jh: I think they are great to explore and I always liked how you negoti-
ated formal complications through craft and material.
This brings me to a particular work of yours that has been stuck in my head 
for a long time. It’s a work I’ve never seen in person—it is Untitled Bulb 
(2007). Part of me wants to ask you how you came up with the idea to build 
museum grade light bulbs from scratch and part of me wants to ask how on 
earth you convinced SFMoMA to allow you use them (I mean how many 
waivers did you have to sign for that one?). I guess the obvious question is 
whether or not they worked, but the question I’m most interested in is what 
they illuminated?

afj: A precise definition about where pieces begin and end is rare. It’s like 
the fuzziness in pinpointing exactly where the culture begins and ends in Kom-
bucha. This implies that often tangible aspects of what I’m doing exist outside 
of this type of documentation, of course. Occasionally and as Joseph Grigely 
has wisely labeled these things exhibition prosthetics come about as appendages 
of performances, publications, shows, or bigger ideas. How wonderful. More 
traditional gallery environments stunting this energy is a concern, but also I 
love the formal platform such places provide. I hope that it goes without saying 
that formal questions are also very interesting to me! I’m lucky to have found a 
few places and individuals who are willing to take these risks with me and com-
municate them in ways that respect the work. So, actually, I’m unaware of the 
piece that you are talking about.
What’s interesting here is how your work often seems to involve unfolding and 
mine the opposite. Among others, both have central concerns of economy and 
like, authenticity. I remember opaquely texting you after watching a stream of 
you broadcasting your mobile number during a talk at the Walker Art Center 
years ago. I enjoy being confused by the role that justice plays in your editing. 
Thank you, 2012. Do you think that the treatment of material is overshadowed 
by concerns of accessibility? I’d hate for this conversation to digress into one of 
access, but maybe you could briefly talk about transparency before we move on. 

jh: It’s a good question, but I’d say that in my editorial work, at least 
with Primary Information, treatments are mostly driven by source mate-
rial. That said, the only creative role for the editors of Primary Informa-
tion is in the artists we choose in carrying out this role we try to maintain a 
non-influence, though this attempt is usually somewhat cracked by reality. 
Miriam [Katzeff] and I essentially began the press when we were working 
at Printed Matter in 2001, where we were completely taken by the Guerrilla 
Art Action Group archive and wanted to see it (and material like it) out in 
the world. It was here that our romance for the archive met the institutional 
dogma of access, likely with a heightened sense of justice given the subject 
of our focus.
It seems your work with Yale Union (now) and (formerly) with Depart-
ment of Safety has some altruistic roots. Was this part of the motivation or 
a bi-product of a larger mission/concern? Contemporary (and now his-
torical) thinking about artists’ books requires the viewer to see the book 
as a spatial and conceptual alternative to the exhibition space, though little 
sensitivity is given to the qualitatively differences of spaces in formulating 
this concept. It is clear that you have a vast interest in the materiality of 
the page, but do you see a difference in the types of spaces that your work 
inhabits, whether it is at Yale Union, a gallery you are working with, or in 
Veneer. Your movement between these spaces appears seamless, but is it?

afj: That’s generous of you to call it seamless. I’m aware of it being cava-
lier, but thinking about the audience in relation to these centers is something 
that I rarely afford myself. It’s important, but these questions are not part of 
my particular job there and I work with some great individuals who can process 
in this way. My availability at YU—and at DoS for that matter—is focused 
around production these days. 
The second part of your question is a very interesting one, of course. Nothing 
is easy. I often think of the Yale Union building itself as a red herring because 
of the responsibility historic and fetizished architecture seems to mandate. It’s 
a struggle to resist this and attempt to think around exhibition and production 
responsibly. I’m not alone here. This is why we built the kitchen first. I have 
little to do with programming, but I can tell you that this is why we are having 
the Finlay exhibition in a room that is 70 sq/ft instead of an adjacent space that 
is empty and 10,000 sq/ft. This is why the Kuchar exhibition has been happen-
ing for three years and will last another five years. This is why we built the print 
shop in the basement–because it’s always producing and that energy is crucial 
to the activity of the rest of the project. 
I read the Xerox Book for the first time while sitting on a sweaty subway. It 
was circumstantial, but I found some tears in my eyes. I’m a deep believer, but 

I don’t subscribe to there being any formula for making these books or exhibi-
tions. They are very different. 

jh: I’d been meaning to ask you about Finlay—I see a parallel in your 
work and his, particularly in the way his work was constantly expanding 
through traditional and non-traditional partnerships and methodologies, 
some more stable than others, but never relying on them wholesale. Can 
you discuss your interest in Finlay? and perhaps talk a little more about the 
exhibition(s) devoted to him that you and YU are working on?

afj: What a complicated artist! I’ll be the last to say that I’m an expert on 
Finlay or that my work should be uttered in the same sentence as his. I was 
introduced to his practice during the second Bush regime and then a few years 
ago Tim Johnson and Caitlin Murray of Marfa, TX, asked me to make an an-
thology about him. This little book that they subsequently edited and I pro-
duced, The Present Order: Writings on the Work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, was 
the outcome. It was a very confusing project for me because I was asked to 
interface indirectly with the work and then present it and produce it for some 
abstract interested audience that might actually purchase such a textbook. What 
is my roll, then a designer!? What does that mean? More recently at Yale Union 
we have partnered with Reed College to make a few small exhibitions of his 
work over the next year. The college owns many hundreds of Finlay’s pieces 
and are generously loaning them to us. The way that these exhibitions will hap-
pen is that we’ve asked aficionados who are more seasoned in responding to his 
work to make selections as individual, humble Finlay shows. Because the body 
is so diverse these Finlay experts all direct their attention to different aspects of 
the work. This model allows for different, complicated, and even contradictory 
edits to be presented from the exact same collection.

jh: I am curious about a re-occurring medium in your work from the 
past few years: purple-heart wood. It is such a specific surface and material. 
How’d you come to it? Are you still working with it?

afj: It’s true that my interest in this stuff is determined and that I love it! I 
don’t think that I need to go into the particular reasons for returning to its use. 
I would say that it’s a particularly unpleasant material to render. My workshop 
is covered often in purple dust. How is this natural? I’m admittedly capricious 
and wide-eyed and have used plenty of materials that are more sincerely seduc-
tive over the years but I have never found a suitable replacement for the charac-
teristics I love about the purple wood. 

jh: It sits in my mind perhaps because of Snuggle Kit which was the last 
work I saw of yours (at the “Freaks and Geeks” exhibition at Air de Paris 
last summer). You have an exhibition coming up shortly at Air de Paris�in 
finishing up here can you tell me a little bit about it or give me a few hints 
about what your working on now? Likewise, when I can expect the next 
installment of Veneer? 

afj: The realistic plan is that the next Veneer, 09/18, will be on bookshelves 
everywhere by the end of the year. I’m quite excited about this. It’s shaping up 
nicely. I generally enjoy working light on my feet, but I don’t rush the process. 
Do you know about the story of the previous issue, 08/18? This is a conclusion: 
The offset printing facility and bindery that I was contracting with in Canada 
went into receivership and Veneer was the last book that it produced. However, 
the technicians were less concerned with quality control at that point as the 
bankers were kicking them out of the warehouse. The result of this was that the 
covers of Veneer were bound upside down and then accidentally they shipped 
me all the improperly bound books even though I refused payment. No one 
cared because the press was already bankrupt. We used that money we were go-
ing to spend on the issue instead on a plumbing project at Yale Union. Then we 
ripped off all of the covers of the magazine and considered 08/18 remaindered, 
free for anyone who wanted it. There is not one issue of that magazine that has 
a cover on it in the entire world. It was catastrophic and a failure at the time 
because there were entire signatures typeset in lead that were misbound and 
could not be salvaged, but in retrospect I’m also very proud of the new sinks in 
the basement of Yale Union. 
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contact is a better way of saying it. I feel as though I’ve been receiving 
dispatches from you through friends and various bookstores now for years, 
(not to sound too cold war about it). Much of your work does involve a 
degree of undermining and employing bureaucratic channels and I’m curi-
ous to what extent this is a conscious exploration by you as an artist and/or 
the by-product of your role as a publisher, if you even distinguish between 
these two roles.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Thank you. I’m unapologetic about the 
work having a hard life in traditional economies or bureaucracies. That de-
fines things automatically. Amongst other objects and performances I do indeed 
make books, but am I a traditional publisher? The work that I make has been 
dropped and rejected by distributors and I’m quite sure that most bookstores 
and sellers consider it to be a headache. 

jh: I’ve always liked how you dismantle the role of editor/publisher 
with Veneer, formally and conceptually blurring the lines between an art-
ist book and the magazine platform. There is, of course, a tradition to this 
critical approach—Semina and Landslide quickly come to mind. Can you 
talk a little bit about the genesis of Veneer Magazine and how it developed? 

afj: Perhaps a good way to answer this question would be to speak about the 
project’s early material selections and how those and the specific process forced 
a rubric for the remaining books. I would hope that someone could look at the 
first issue that we started building in 2006 and witness a romance with the me-
dium itself. Parts of the book are  letterpressed, other sections are printed on 
an offset press. The trim size is tall and narrow and the paper stocks are heavy 
and exaggerated. It is typeset in the technical but delicate Baskerville. The spine 
is excessively glued with a stiff hot melt perfect binding. Many inserts fall out 
of the pages when flipping through it.  Producing in multiple these objects with 
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such tools and humble materials has been exciting to me since the beginning. 
This frank eagerness is important to what we are doing. 
 

 jh: I think they are great to explore and I always liked how you negoti-
ated formal complications through craft and material.
This brings me to a particular work of yours that has been stuck in my head 
for a long time. It’s a work I’ve never seen in person—it is Untitled Bulb 
(2007). Part of me wants to ask you how you came up with the idea to build 
museum grade light bulbs from scratch and part of me wants to ask how on 
earth you convinced SFMoMA to allow you use them (I mean how many 
waivers did you have to sign for that one?). I guess the obvious question is 
whether or not they worked, but the question I’m most interested in is what 
they illuminated?

afj: A precise definition about where pieces begin and end is rare. It’s like 
the fuzziness in pinpointing exactly where the culture begins and ends in Kom-
bucha. This implies that often tangible aspects of what I’m doing exist outside 
of this type of documentation, of course. Occasionally and as Joseph Grigely 
has wisely labeled these things exhibition prosthetics come about as appendages 
of performances, publications, shows, or bigger ideas. How wonderful. More 
traditional gallery environments stunting this energy is a concern, but also I 
love the formal platform such places provide. I hope that it goes without saying 
that formal questions are also very interesting to me! I’m lucky to have found a 
few places and individuals who are willing to take these risks with me and com-
municate them in ways that respect the work. So, actually, I’m unaware of the 
piece that you are talking about.
What’s interesting here is how your work often seems to involve unfolding and 
mine the opposite. Among others, both have central concerns of economy and 
like, authenticity. I remember opaquely texting you after watching a stream of 
you broadcasting your mobile number during a talk at the Walker Art Center 
years ago. I enjoy being confused by the role that justice plays in your editing. 
Thank you, 2012. Do you think that the treatment of material is overshadowed 
by concerns of accessibility? I’d hate for this conversation to digress into one of 
access, but maybe you could briefly talk about transparency before we move on. 

jh: It’s a good question, but I’d say that in my editorial work, at least 
with Primary Information, treatments are mostly driven by source mate-
rial. That said, the only creative role for the editors of Primary Informa-
tion is in the artists we choose in carrying out this role we try to maintain a 
non-influence, though this attempt is usually somewhat cracked by reality. 
Miriam [Katzeff] and I essentially began the press when we were working 
at Printed Matter in 2001, where we were completely taken by the Guerrilla 
Art Action Group archive and wanted to see it (and material like it) out in 
the world. It was here that our romance for the archive met the institutional 
dogma of access, likely with a heightened sense of justice given the subject 
of our focus.
It seems your work with Yale Union (now) and (formerly) with Depart-
ment of Safety has some altruistic roots. Was this part of the motivation or 
a bi-product of a larger mission/concern? Contemporary (and now his-
torical) thinking about artists’ books requires the viewer to see the book 
as a spatial and conceptual alternative to the exhibition space, though little 
sensitivity is given to the qualitatively differences of spaces in formulating 
this concept. It is clear that you have a vast interest in the materiality of 
the page, but do you see a difference in the types of spaces that your work 
inhabits, whether it is at Yale Union, a gallery you are working with, or in 
Veneer. Your movement between these spaces appears seamless, but is it?

afj: That’s generous of you to call it seamless. I’m aware of it being cava-
lier, but thinking about the audience in relation to these centers is something 
that I rarely afford myself. It’s important, but these questions are not part of 
my particular job there and I work with some great individuals who can process 
in this way. My availability at YU—and at DoS for that matter—is focused 
around production these days. 
The second part of your question is a very interesting one, of course. Nothing 
is easy. I often think of the Yale Union building itself as a red herring because 
of the responsibility historic and fetizished architecture seems to mandate. It’s 
a struggle to resist this and attempt to think around exhibition and production 
responsibly. I’m not alone here. This is why we built the kitchen first. I have 
little to do with programming, but I can tell you that this is why we are having 
the Finlay exhibition in a room that is 70 sq/ft instead of an adjacent space that 
is empty and 10,000 sq/ft. This is why the Kuchar exhibition has been happen-
ing for three years and will last another five years. This is why we built the print 
shop in the basement–because it’s always producing and that energy is crucial 
to the activity of the rest of the project. 
I read the Xerox Book for the first time while sitting on a sweaty subway. It 
was circumstantial, but I found some tears in my eyes. I’m a deep believer, but 

I don’t subscribe to there being any formula for making these books or exhibi-
tions. They are very different. 

jh: I’d been meaning to ask you about Finlay—I see a parallel in your 
work and his, particularly in the way his work was constantly expanding 
through traditional and non-traditional partnerships and methodologies, 
some more stable than others, but never relying on them wholesale. Can 
you discuss your interest in Finlay? and perhaps talk a little more about the 
exhibition(s) devoted to him that you and YU are working on?

afj: What a complicated artist! I’ll be the last to say that I’m an expert on 
Finlay or that my work should be uttered in the same sentence as his. I was 
introduced to his practice during the second Bush regime and then a few years 
ago Tim Johnson and Caitlin Murray of Marfa, TX, asked me to make an an-
thology about him. This little book that they subsequently edited and I pro-
duced, The Present Order: Writings on the Work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, was 
the outcome. It was a very confusing project for me because I was asked to 
interface indirectly with the work and then present it and produce it for some 
abstract interested audience that might actually purchase such a textbook. What 
is my roll, then a designer!? What does that mean? More recently at Yale Union 
we have partnered with Reed College to make a few small exhibitions of his 
work over the next year. The college owns many hundreds of Finlay’s pieces 
and are generously loaning them to us. The way that these exhibitions will hap-
pen is that we’ve asked aficionados who are more seasoned in responding to his 
work to make selections as individual, humble Finlay shows. Because the body 
is so diverse these Finlay experts all direct their attention to different aspects of 
the work. This model allows for different, complicated, and even contradictory 
edits to be presented from the exact same collection.

jh: I am curious about a re-occurring medium in your work from the 
past few years: purple-heart wood. It is such a specific surface and material. 
How’d you come to it? Are you still working with it?

afj: It’s true that my interest in this stuff is determined and that I love it! I 
don’t think that I need to go into the particular reasons for returning to its use. 
I would say that it’s a particularly unpleasant material to render. My workshop 
is covered often in purple dust. How is this natural? I’m admittedly capricious 
and wide-eyed and have used plenty of materials that are more sincerely seduc-
tive over the years but I have never found a suitable replacement for the charac-
teristics I love about the purple wood. 

jh: It sits in my mind perhaps because of Snuggle Kit which was the last 
work I saw of yours (at the “Freaks and Geeks” exhibition at Air de Paris 
last summer). You have an exhibition coming up shortly at Air de Paris�in 
finishing up here can you tell me a little bit about it or give me a few hints 
about what your working on now? Likewise, when I can expect the next 
installment of Veneer? 

afj: The realistic plan is that the next Veneer, 09/18, will be on bookshelves 
everywhere by the end of the year. I’m quite excited about this. It’s shaping up 
nicely. I generally enjoy working light on my feet, but I don’t rush the process. 
Do you know about the story of the previous issue, 08/18? This is a conclusion: 
The offset printing facility and bindery that I was contracting with in Canada 
went into receivership and Veneer was the last book that it produced. However, 
the technicians were less concerned with quality control at that point as the 
bankers were kicking them out of the warehouse. The result of this was that the 
covers of Veneer were bound upside down and then accidentally they shipped 
me all the improperly bound books even though I refused payment. No one 
cared because the press was already bankrupt. We used that money we were go-
ing to spend on the issue instead on a plumbing project at Yale Union. Then we 
ripped off all of the covers of the magazine and considered 08/18 remaindered, 
free for anyone who wanted it. There is not one issue of that magazine that has 
a cover on it in the entire world. It was catastrophic and a failure at the time 
because there were entire signatures typeset in lead that were misbound and 
could not be salvaged, but in retrospect I’m also very proud of the new sinks in 
the basement of Yale Union. 

Opposite – Veneer Magazine 01/18-08/18, 2007-2012.
Courtesy: the artist

PAPER LOVE 

Aaron Flint Jamison is an artist from Portland, Oregon, but he is also the editor of a particular 
publication that in terms of form and concept blurs the boundaries between the artist’s book and the 

magazine. James Hoff, an avid reader of Veneer, met with the artist to talk about the extraordinary 
handmade quality of the magazine, and the irresistible qualities of purple-heart wood.

B Y  J A M E S  H O F F

James Hoff: It’s nice to finally meet you (kind of ), perhaps make 
contact is a better way of saying it. I feel as though I’ve been receiving 
dispatches from you through friends and various bookstores now for years, 
(not to sound too cold war about it). Much of your work does involve a 
degree of undermining and employing bureaucratic channels and I’m curi-
ous to what extent this is a conscious exploration by you as an artist and/or 
the by-product of your role as a publisher, if you even distinguish between 
these two roles.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Thank you. I’m unapologetic about the 
work having a hard life in traditional economies or bureaucracies. That de-
fines things automatically. Amongst other objects and performances I do indeed 
make books, but am I a traditional publisher? The work that I make has been 
dropped and rejected by distributors and I’m quite sure that most bookstores 
and sellers consider it to be a headache. 

jh: I’ve always liked how you dismantle the role of editor/publisher 
with Veneer, formally and conceptually blurring the lines between an art-
ist book and the magazine platform. There is, of course, a tradition to this 
critical approach—Semina and Landslide quickly come to mind. Can you 
talk a little bit about the genesis of Veneer Magazine and how it developed? 

afj: Perhaps a good way to answer this question would be to speak about the 
project’s early material selections and how those and the specific process forced 
a rubric for the remaining books. I would hope that someone could look at the 
first issue that we started building in 2006 and witness a romance with the me-
dium itself. Parts of the book are  letterpressed, other sections are printed on 
an offset press. The trim size is tall and narrow and the paper stocks are heavy 
and exaggerated. It is typeset in the technical but delicate Baskerville. The spine 
is excessively glued with a stiff hot melt perfect binding. Many inserts fall out 
of the pages when flipping through it.  Producing in multiple these objects with 
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mousse 35 ~ Aaron Flint Jamison

Aaron Flint Jamison è un artista di Portland, ma è 
anche l’editore di una pubblicazione particolare che, 
formalmente e concettualmente, confonde i confini 
fra libro d’artista e rivista. James Hoff, avido lettore 
di Veneer, ha incontrato l’artista: la straordinaria ar-
tigianalità della rivista è stato uno degli argomenti 
toccati, insieme a quello delle irresistibili qualità del 
legno amarante.

James Hoff: È bello incontrarci finalmente (o 
avere una sorta d’incontro), forse “essere in con-
tatto” è un modo migliore di dirlo. Mi sembra 
che siano ormai anni che ricevo le tue spedizio-
ni attraverso amici e varie librerie. La maggior 
parte del tuo lavoro implica un certo grado di 
sovversione e uso di canali burocratici e sono 
curioso di sapere fino a che punto tutto ciò è 
un’esplorazione consapevole da parte tua, come 
artista, e/o un effetto collaterale del tuo ruolo di 
editore, nel caso che tu faccia una distinzione fra 
questi due ruoli.

Aaron Flint Jamison: Grazie. Non mi lamento del 
lavoro, avendo avuto vita dura nelle economie tra-
dizionali e con gli apparati burocratici. E quindi ho 
detto tutto. Fra gli altri oggetti e le performance, 
certamente produco libri, ma sono un editore tra-
dizionale? Il lavoro che faccio è stato abbandonato 
e respinto dai distributori e sono abbastanza sicuro 
che la maggior parte delle librerie e dei rivenditori lo 
considerino un gran mal di testa. 

JH: Mi è sempre piaciuto il modo in cui hai sman-
tellato il ruolo del redattore/editore con Veneer, 
formalmente e concettualmente, confondendo i 
confini fra libro d’artista e rivista. C’è, senza dub-
bio, una tradizione in questo approccio critico – 
Semina e Landslide vengono immediatamente 
alla mente. Mi puoi parlare un po’ della genesi di 
Veneer Magazine e di come si è sviluppato?

AFJ: Forse, un buon modo di rispondere a questa 
domanda sarebbe di parlare delle selezioni dei pri-
mi materiali per il progetto e di come questi ultimi 
e il processo stesso produssero una categoria per i 
restanti libri. Mi piacerebbe che qualcuno, guardan-
do il primo numero – che abbiamo iniziato a mette-
re insieme nel 2006 – fosse testimone di una storia 
d’amore con il medium stesso. Parti del libro sono 
stampate in rilievo, altre sezioni sono in offset. Il for-
mato della pagina è alto e stretto e la selezione delle 
carte irragionevolmente ampia. Il carattere tipografi-
co è il tecnico ma delicato Baskerville. Il dorso è stret-
tamente saltato in una legatura di colla a caldo. Molti 
inserti cadono dalle pagine mentre la sfogli. Produr-
re multipli di questi oggetti con tali mezzi e materiali 
umili è stato eccitante fin dall’inizio. Questo entusia-
smo genuino è importante in ciò che facciamo.

JH: Credo che questi materiali siano fantastici da 
esplorare e ho sempre ammirato il modo in cui 
riesci a fare fronte alle complicazioni formali at-
traverso la sapienza artigianale e i materiali.
Questo mi ricorda un tuo lavoro particolare che 
mi si è fissato in testa per molto tempo. Non l’ho 
mai visto personalmente – si tratta di Untitled 
Bulb (2007). Una parte di me vorrebbe chieder-
ti come è nata l’idea di costruire lampadine di 
qualità museale da materiali di recupero, e l’al-
tra, come hai convinto il SFMoMA a permetterti 
di usarle (voglio dire: quante deroghe hai do-
vuto firmare per farlo?). Credo che l’ovvia do-
manda sia se hanno funzionato o meno, ma la 
domanda cui sono più interessato è: “Che cosa 
hanno illuminato”?

AFJ: Una precisa definizione dei confini di quei la-
vori è difficile. È come la sfocatura visibile quando si 
tenti di determinare con precisione i contorni della 
coltura della Kombucha. Questo implica che spesso 
aspetti tangibili di ciò che faccio esistono anche al 
di fuori di questo tipo di documentazione. Occasio-
nalmente – e come Joseph Grigely ha saggiamente 
etichettato questi oggetti – le protesi della mostra 
si manifestano come appendici di performance, 
pubblicazioni, mostre, o idee più vaste. Splendido. 
L’idea che ambiti espositivi più tradizionali blocchi-
no questa energia mi preoccupa, ma adoro anche 
la piattaforma formale che questi luoghi offrono. 
Spero che sia abbastanza chiaro che i problemi for-
mali m’interessano parecchio! Sono fortunato ad 
aver trovato qualche luogo ed alcuni individui che 
intendono assumere questi rischi con me e comu-

nicarli in modi che rispettino il lavoro. Quindi, in re-
altà, sono all’oscuro del lavoro di cui stai parlando.
Ciò che è interessante, in questo contesto, è come 
il tuo lavoro spesso sembra comprendere l’idea del 
dischiudersi e il mio il contrario. Inoltre, ambedue si 
occupano di economia e di autenticità. Mi ricordo 
vagamente di averti mandato un messaggio dopo 
aver visto un filmato streaming in cui diffondevi il 
numero del tuo cellulare durante una conferenza allo 
Walker Art Center, anni fa. Grazie, 2012. Pensi che 
l’uso del materiale sia messo in secondo piano da 
problemi di accessibilità? Mi dispiacerebbe che que-
sta conversazione facesse troppe digressioni sull’ar-
gomento dell’accessibilità, ma forse puoi brevemen-
te parlare dell’argomento della trasparenza prima 
che proseguiamo.

JH: È una buona domanda, ma direi che nel mio 
lavoro editoriale, perlomeno con Primary Infor-
mation, i modi di utilizzo sono perlopiù determi-
nati dal materiale di partenza. Detto questo, l’uni-
co ruolo creativo per i redattori di Primary Infor-
mation è negli artisti che scegliamo – nel portare 
avanti questo ruolo, cerchiamo di mantenere una 
non-influenza, sebbene questo tentativo sia in 
qualche modo, e non di rado, compromesso dal-
la realtà. Miriam [Katzeff] e io abbiamo dato vita 
alla casa editrice quando lavoravamo da Printed 
Matter nel 2001, dove eravamo completamente 
presi dall’archivio di Guerrilla Art Action Group 
che desideravamo vedere (insieme con del ma-
teriale analogo) divulgato nel mondo. È stato in 
quel momento che la nostra passione per l’archi-
vio ha incontrato il dogma istituzionale dell’ac-
cesso, probabilmente con un senso della giustizia 
accresciuto, dato il soggetto del nostro interesse.
Sembra che il tuo lavoro con il Yale Union (ora) 
e (precedentemente) con il Department of Safety 
abbia anche radici altruistiche. È parte della moti-
vazione o conseguenza di un interesse/missione 
più ampio? Il pensiero contemporaneo (e ora sto-
rico) sui libri d’artista richiede che lo spettatore 
veda il libro come un’alternativa spaziale e con-
cettuale allo spazio della mostra, sebbene scarsa 
attenzione sia riservata alle differenze qualitative 
degli spazi nella formulazione di questo concetto. 
È chiaro che hai un grande interesse nella mate-
rialità della pagina, ma vedi una differenza fra i 
tipi di spazi che il tuo lavoro abita, che sia al Yale 
Union, in una galleria con cui lavori, o in Veneer 
il tuo movimento fra questi spazi sembra ininter-
rotto, ma lo è?

AFJ: È generoso da parte tua definirlo come senza 
soluzione di continuità. Sono consapevole che sia un 
lavoro noncurante, ma pensare al pubblico in rela-
zione a questi argomenti, è qualcosa che raramente 
mi permetto. È importante, ma queste domande non 
sono parte del mio specifico lavoro e io collaboro 
con alcune fantastiche persone che, invece, possono 
occuparsene. La mia disponibilità al YU – e anche a 
DoS  – attualmente è concentrata sulla produzione. 
La seconda parte della domanda è, senza dubbio, 
molto interessante. Niente è facile. Spesso penso 
allo stesso edificio del Yale Union come a un depi-
staggio, poiché la responsabilità storica e l’architet-
tura feticizzata sembrano esigerlo. È una lotta oppor-
si a questo, e tentare di pensare responsabilmente 
alla mostra e alla produzione. Ma non sono da solo. 
Questo è il motivo per cui abbiamo costruito, per 
prima cosa, la cucina. Ho poco a che fare con la pro-
grammazione, ma posso dirti che questo è il motivo 
per cui quest’estate abbiamo fatto la mostra di Finlay 
in una stanza di ventidue metri quadrati invece che 
in uno spazio adiacente, vuoto, di tremila. Questo è il 
motivo per cui la mostra di Kuchar è in corso da per 
tre anni e durerà ancora per cinque. Questo il motivo 
per cui abbiamo costruito la stamperia nel seminter-
rato – perché produce continuamente e quell’energia 
è cruciale all’attività del resto del progetto.
Ho letto lo Xerox Book per la prima volta su un va-
gone della metropolitana affollato. È un indizio che 
mi sia ritrovato con le lacrime agli occhi. Sono un 
vero credente, ma non sottoscrivo il fatto che ci sia 
una formula per fare questi libri o queste mostre, che 
sono tutti molto diversi.

JH: Avrei voluto chiederti di Finlay – per i paral-
leli fra il tuo lavoro e il suo, particolarmente nel 
modo in cui il suo lavoro si è espanso costan-
temente attraverso metodologie e sinergie tradi-
zionali e non, alcuni più stabili di altre, sebbene 
non si sia mai basato completamente su di esse. 

Possiamo parlare del tuo interesse per Finlay?
E forse anche delle mostre dedicate a lui su cui tu 
e la YU state lavorando?

AFJ: Che artista complesso! Sarei l’ultimo a dire di 
essere un esperto di Finlay o che il mio lavoro pos-
sa essere balbettato nella stessa frase del suo. Sono 
stato introdotto alla sua pratica durante il secondo 
mandato di Bush e poi, alcuni anni dopo, Tim John-
son e Caitlin Murray di Marfa, in Texas, mi hanno 
chiesto di creare un’antologia su di lui. Questo li-
bretto che loro successivamente hanno redatto e io 
prodotto, The Present Order: Writings on the Work 
of Ian Hamilton Finlay, ne è stato il risultato. È stato 
un progetto molto disorientante per me perché mi è 
stato chiesto di interfacciarmi indirettamente con il 
lavoro e poi presentarlo e produrlo per un pubblico 
interessato ma astratto che avrebbe potuto acquista-
re un libro di quel tipo. Qual era il mio ruolo dun-
que – di designer!? Che significava? Più di recente 
al Yale Union abbiamo lavorato in associazione con 
il Reed College per creare alcune piccole mostre sul 
suo lavoro per l’anno successivo. Il collegio possiede 
molte centinaia di lavori di Finlay e ce le sta gene-
rosamente prestando. Il modo in cui queste mostre 
avranno luogo è attraverso la richiesta che abbiamo 
fatto agli appassionati, esperti del suo lavoro, di fare 
selezioni per piccole mostre individuali di Finlay. 
Poiché l’insieme di lavori è così vario, questi esperti 
di Finlay dirigono tutti la loro attenzione a differenti 
aspetti del medesimo lavoro. Questo modello per-
mette di presentare riletture diverse, complicate, e 
persino contraddittorie dalla stessa esatta collezione.

JH: Sono curioso riguardo a un medium che 
ricorre nel tuo lavoro degli ultimi anni: il legno 
amarante. Si tratta di una materiale e di una su-
perficie molto peculiari. Come ci sei arrivato? Ci 
stai ancora lavorando?

AFJ: È vero che il mio interesse in questo materiale 
è peculiare e che lo amo! Non credo di aver bisogno 
di entrare in spiegazioni complesse per la ricorren-
za con cui lo uso. Dirò che è un materiale particolar-
mente difficile con cui avere a che fare. Il mio luogo 
di lavoro è spesso coperto di polvere viola. E questo 
è naturale? Sono irrazionalmente e genuinamente 
attratto da questo materiale anche se ne ho usato 
moltissimi materiali francamente più seducenti nel 
corso degli anni – ma non ho mai trovato un rim-
piazzo adatto delle caratteristiche che amo del le-
gno amarante.

JH: Ce l’ho in mente forse a causa di Snuggle Kit, 
che è stato il tuo ultimo lavoro che ho visto (alla 
mostra “Freaks and Geeks” da Air de Paris l’e-
state scorsa). Hai una mostra fra poco da Air de 
Paris – dal momento che siamo finiti qua, me ne 
puoi parlare un po’ o di darmi qualche dettaglio 
riguardo a ciò su cui stai lavorando al momento? 
E inoltre: quando posso aspettarmi la prossima 
uscita di Veneer?

AFJ: Realisticamente il prossimo numero di Veneer, 
09/18, sarà dovunque sugli scaffali per la fine dell’an-
no. Sono molto emozionato per questo. Sta venen-
do bene. Generalmente mi piace lavorare in maniera 
agile, ma non accelero il processo. Sai la storia del 
numero precedente, il 08/18? Questa è stata la con-
clusione: la stamperia e la legatoria offset con cui ero 
in contatto in Canada è stata posta in amministrazio-
ne controllata e Veneer è stata l’ultima pubblicazione 
che ha prodotto. Tuttavia, i tecnici erano meno con-
centrati sul controllo della qualità, a quel punto, dal 
momento che i banchieri li stavano cacciando dalla 
fabbrica. Il risultato di questo è stato che le copertine 
di Veneer erano rilegate al contrario e poi, acciden-
talmente, mi hanno spedito tutte le copie rilegate in 
maniera sbagliata anche se ho rifiutato il pagamento. 
Nessuno si è preoccupato, perché lo stampatore era 
già in bancarotta. Abbiamo usato quel denaro che 
avremmo dovuto spendere sulla rivista in un proget-
to idraulico al Yale Union. Poi abbiamo strappato tut-
te le copertine della rivista e considerato 08/18 come 
un reso, gratuito per chiunque lo avesse voluto. Non 
c’è in tutto il mondo una sola copia di quella rivista 
che abbia la copertina. È stata una catastrofe e un 
fallimento, in quel momento, perché c’erano intere 
segnature composte in stampa al piombo che erano 
rilegate in maniera sbagliata e che non potevano es-
sere recuperate ma, retrospettivamente, sono anche 
molto orgoglioso dei nuovi lavandini nel seminterra-
to del Yale Union.

Paper Love
di James Hoff

(A)

(B)

(C) (D)

(E)

(A, D) Exhibition views 
“Peeling Layers Yields Brief 
Openmouthed “Oh!”, Open 
Satellite, Bellevue, WA, 2010

(B) The Present Order: Writings 
on the Work of Ian Hamilton 
Finlay, Marfa Book Company, 
2010. Courtesy: the artist

(C) A Floating Brand, 2012. 
Courtesy: Air de Paris, Paris. 
Photo: Aurélien Mole

(E) Exhibition views at 
Artspeak, Vancouver, 2012. 
Photo: Blaine Campbell
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NEWS DIARY PICKS SLANT The Portland-based artist Aaron Flint Jamison is editor of the publication Veneer. When its run concludes in
six years, the series will comprise eighteen issues, including a bookshelf to house the complete set for
subscribers. Past contributors to Veneer include Sturtevant, George Kuchar, Kevin Kelly, and Ray Kurzweil.
Jamison’s work will be featured in a solo exhibition next February at castillo/corrales in Paris.

VENEER comes out of my love for long-term projects and anything that seems to be in progress and slowly
unfolding. Books have always been very important to me, but it wasn’t until art school that I started to
understand how to complicate the medium through using disparate materials and content. When I began, I
was focused on the limitations of materiality, but it was also important to do it in a way that I had never seen
done before.Veneer was published twice a year in 2007, 2008, and 2009. I’m currently finishing the eighth
issue. After the eighteenth is produced, the project will be over. It could be said that there is a master rubric
for the series, but that is an oversimplification, because I think about the ideas behind each issue on a micro
and macro level.

Anyone who subscribes will receive all the back and all future issues, including ephemera that I send out
between issues, such as little books that I’m working on, prints, a bookcase, and other surprises. The
materials of each issue change in response to the content––different paper stocks, offset and letterpress
printing techniques, bindings, and various inserts. It’s important to me that bodies interface with production,
so as much of the work as possible is done by hand with friends and colleagues––for instance, actions like
embedding cubic zirconium gems into the pages of issue three, or rubbing Brut deodorant onto page 127 of
issue four. There aren’t any names of artists (or editors) on the spine, and the issues are not that wide, so
they can be pushed to the back of the bookshelf pretty nicely. They aren’t easy to display, present, or even
sell. Sort of like a lot of art that is important to me.

For issue five, I spray-foamed the edges of every edition so that the book is very difficult to open. Untouched,
it is reminiscent of sea foam, but it actually makes a melodramatic flaky mess when you try to rip it off. The
most beautiful thing is that once you actually get it off the sides, you have to individually pull the pages apart,
kind of like peeling away a sunburn. And that process relates to the issue, which for me was about feeling the
edges of the ocean, waves coming in and out. Adrian Piper’s article, for instance, talks about these rhythms,
pacing, and repetition in yoga and philosophy.

Issue three was filled with stolen advertisements from other magazines––mostly French, but also some
Turkish and English. After it was printed, I letter-pressed these really boring invoices and sent them with a
copy of the issue to the companies that had inadvertently advertised with us. I received quite a few cease-
and-desist letters because I was reverse-advertising, invoicing for contracted monies that were never agreed
upon. Subsequently, I worked with a lawyer in San Francisco to write a document to protect me from getting
sued. The document became a significant part of that entire issue for me.

The economy surrounding this publication is minimal. There are a few galleries and shops out there that
engage with the books and their audience in a way that makes it possible for Veneer to be sold. But I’ve
developed relationships with various retailers all over, and bless their hearts if they never pay me and if you
still see copies of those early issues around on dusty bookshelves. I think I’m too invested in the process to
be any help on a distribution level. But I recently saw a copy in a glass library vitrine and that was really nice. 

— As told to Lauren O’Neill-Butler
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Left: Veneer Issues One to Seven, subscriber and retail editions. Right: View of Veneer in “The Social Life of the
Book,” Kabinetten van De Vleeshal, Middleburg, Netherlands, September 2010.
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